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Executive Summary 

This report investigates energy displacement of installed solar hot water systems 

through in situ evaluation of installation parameters and comparison with calculated 

energy displaced using the small-scale technology certificate (STC) evaluation 

methodology. It also develops a framework and tools that would be used by the Office 

of the Renewable Energy Regulator (ORER) to allow for installation parameters in 

evaluating the STCs.  

The study carried out by the Sustainable Energy Centre (SEC) at the University of 

South Australia, has been restricted to solar water heaters as listed in the Office of the 

Renewable Energy Solar Water Heater Register as of the 22nd of November 2010 and 

across four Australian climate zones. The in-situ testing has been limited to a small 

sample size of systems installed at the Lochiel Park Green Village located in Adelaide, 

South Australia (climate zone 3) and these results have been used to validate the 

developed assessment tool.  

The study covers the following: 

 Review of the existing framework and consultations with the key stakeholders 

such as the Renewable Energy Regulator, Department of Climate Change 

including the policy and the Energy Efficiency Branch and relevant stakeholders 

in the Commonwealth Government‘s Solar Water Heater Committee; 

 A desk study involving the analysis and development of a model based on 

perceived installation criteria; 

 Site inspections and in-situ testing primarily aimed at assessing variability in 

installations and or calibrating any installation criteria; 

 Comparison of real energy savings of solar water heaters installed at Lochiel 

Park homes with the STC values as calculated in accordance with AS/NZS 

4234:2008/Amdt 1:2011 and both the current and the old ORER STC calculation 

methodology for solar water heaters and heat pump water heaters with a 

volumetric capacity up to and including 700L (Version 14 dated March 2011 and 

Version 13 dated January 2008); 

 Framework development involving the incorporation of the model, reporting of 

results, development of procedures and protocols and provision of advice to 

assist ORER in the implementation of any revisions to the solar water heater 

STC program. 

The following parameters have been considered in the study: 
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1. Installation errors which include incorrect connection, commissioning and control and 

inadequate insulation; 

2. Non ideal location including: 

 Orientation and angle of inclination of solar collector(s);  

 Shading; 

3. Usage pattern and hot water load. As the simulation is based on predetermined 

water consumption quantity and pattern, actual use could lead to a reduction of the 

benefits of the solar hot water system. 

The desk study has shown that the default values currently used for the angle of 

inclination (20° to the horizontal and orientation (45° west of north) are generally 

adequate in covering the majority of real installations with changes of these parameters 

not having significant impacts on the STCs. The impact of shading by adjacent trees 

and buildings was evaluated for 2 specific realistic cases (large tree and an adjacent 

building). The impacts on STCs have been shown to be surprisingly low. The effect of 

dust accumulation was also modelled through a reduction in the solar irradiance 

reaching the collectors with the maximum predicted impact on STCs below 5%. The 

insulation of piping connecting the storage tank to the collectors and connecting the 

tank to the auxiliary heater was also investigated and the results show STC reductions 

not exceeding 2% and 4% respectively in the absence of insulation. A simple 

computational tool has been developed to evaluate the combined effect of these 

parameters on the calculated STCs in real life installations. This software tool will be 

provided to ORER by the SEC team. 

Through analysing the detailed monitoring data of 27 solar hot water systems in the 

recently built Lochiel Park Green Village, it was possible to investigate the details and 

evaluate actual performance and compare with the results of TRNSYS modelling. The 

study highlights a number of common installation and usage issues which contribute to 

the systems performing well below those estimated through the TRNSYS modelling as 

per AS/NZS 4234:2008/Amdt 1:2011. 

One of the major causes of lower performance is the lack of information to  households 

and installers which is often due to competing health, safety and performance demands 

associated with hot water systems. This has in some instances resulted in using more 

auxiliary energy than necessary through incorrect thermostat and boosting period 

settings. 
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Keeping in mind the limited number of systems modelled and monitored, the results of 

the study demonstrate the soundness of the TRNSYS evaluation methodology and 

assumptions, the one major outcome of the study is the potential impact of the solar 

hot water load profile. The results showed a dependence of the quantity of hot water 

use on the number of residents in the house. However, most systems monitored 

consumed a hot water load profile close to that of a small reference load. This has 

been shown to have a direct impact on the STC values awarded. 

While it is necessary to examine of the geographic and demographic factors affecting 

the load profile through a more detailed national monitoring program, the study 

indicates the need to reconsider the basis for assigning appropriate annual energy 

consumption associated with reference hot water systems as detailed in AS/NZS 

4234:2008/Amdt 1:2011.  
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1 Review of Existing Framework 

The initial part of this study involved extensive consultation with relevant stakeholders 

as detailed in Appendix A. The responses received have shown that the study of the 

effects of real installation parameters on the energy savings of solar water heaters was 

necessary and timely. The actual amount of hot water used in a household has been 

identified as one of the main potential contributors to a deviation between the real and 

predicted energy displacement. It was also pointed out by some respondents (Guthrie, 

2011) that the study into the actual hot water usage load/pattern would need to be 

carried out on a national level in order to investigate location and demographic 

impacts. Suehrcke, 2011 recommended a study by Guthrie et al. (2005), which 

included a comparison between predicted and measured solar water heater 

performance for Victoria. This study has been reviewed.  

In order to review the energy offsets resulting through the installation of solar water 

heaters and heat pumps water heaters under the Renewable Energy Target (RET), 

ORER has sought information about installation practices and the adherence to current 

guidelines and standards for the installation of solar and heat pump water heaters as 

well as qualitative and quantitative evidence regarding the impact of installation 

parameters on product performance from industry via a Request for Information (RFI). 

The purpose of this review has been to ensure consistency between the real world 

savings provided by these products and the STC methodology, inform industry of the 

review and potential changes to the methodology used to calculate energy savings and 

request relevant information from industry that would be valuable in informing decisions 

relating to changes to the methodology. A copy of the RFI can be found in Appendix B.  

All individuals or entities who are engaged in any aspect of the solar water heating 

industry and who may be impacted by any alterations to the energy savings calculation 

methodology were encouraged to participate in this process by completing the RFI 

questionnaire. To the date this report has been written, only 6 responses from the 

industry have been received by the ORER and hence the SEC team.  

In requesting this information ORER sought to better inform decisions regarding 

changes to the energy savings calculation methodology by better understanding: 

 How the industry organises itself and how the different industry players interact 

with each other; 

 The impact of emerging technologies on installation processes, quality and life 

performance, including how technology changes are communicated and 

managed with installation contractors; 
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 How potential changes to the energy savings calculation methodology may 

impact your business/industry; 

 What relevant guidelines and standards are encouraged/mandated, how they 

are applied and what level of industry or self-regulation exists to measure 

quality against the guidelines & standards at the time of installation and over the 

life of a solar water heater; and  

 What installation parameters influence performance of solar water heater with 

regards to energy savings calculation and whether any qualitative or quantitative 

evidence exists that could inform the review.  

A summary of all responses from the industry are detailer in Appendix C. Responses 

for Manufacturers Rheem, Rinnai, Stiebel Eltron and GWAHC show that there is no 

single association that manages and organises the industry; instead the industry to 

some degree consults with organisations such as the Clean Energy Council, Australian 

Industry Group, Gas Alliance Manufacturers Association of Australia, Plumbing 

Products Innovation Group, various Plumbing Associations, Australian Solar Energy 

Society and Standards Committees such as CS-028 and EL-020 on technical, 

regulatory, rebate and policy issues, though some of these organisations also 

represent the views of other renewable energy technologies. There is no singular 

organisation which manages or organises researchers, manufactures, dealers and 

installers and has jurisdiction over all facets of solar and heat pump water heater 

performance and installation.  

Competing and better subsidised photovoltaic (PV) and emerging technologies, such 

as cogeneration, solar heating and cooling, heat meters (that demonstrate to a 

customer the real energy savings), larger solar thermal arrays, fuel cells and combined 

air conditioning and heat pump technologies, affect the size and future of the solar and 

heat pump water heating industry and installation numbers of solar and heat pump 

water heating products. No comments have been received from the surveyed 

manufacturers on the impact of emerging technologies on installation processes, 

quality and life performance, including how technology changes are communicated and 

managed with installation contractors. One of the manufacturers expressed a concern 

that the current improvements in the solar water heating technologies, such as variable 

speed pumps (that optimise water heating in solar arrays), combination of heating and 

cooling systems driven by solar arrays and intelligent control systems that adapt the 

system behaviour, are not reflected in the current methodology for the calculation of 

energy savings.  
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From the responses of manufactures who participated in the RFI it was noted that any 

potential changes to the energy savings calculation methodology would impact on the 

sales of solar and heat pump water heaters significantly as the out of pocket costs to 

the consumers would change. Also a reduction in STC allocations to a solar or heat 

pump water heater, in their opinion, could be interpreted by a consumer as a ―less 

good‖ product and a competing technology could gain an advantage over the solar and 

heat pump water heaters as a result of this.  

Currently solar water heaters are installed according to the requirements of 

AS/NZS3500 and only accredited installers should perform the installations of these 

water heaters. Unfortunately in some instances this is not adhered to in real world 

installations. According to the response received from the Workplace Standards 

Tasmania, installers with a restricted electric licence are replacing the electric water 

heaters with solar and heat pump water heaters and licensed plumbers are providing 

certification for installations of solar systems by a non licensed person. The Building 

Codes Board, Department of Fair Trading and the Victorian Government Plumbing 

Industry Commission, each state that government requires both a plumbing and 

electrical licence for completing the installation of a solar water heater in accordance 

with relevant guidelines and Australian standards. One of the manufacturers who 

participated in the RFI recommended the system run by the Queensland Government 

as the best regulating system currently available in Australia. The Department of 

Climate Change and Energy efficiency on its website has a SWH guideline containing 

useful information and consumers are encouraged to shop around to ensure that the 

person installing their water heater holds the relevant licences. Specific solar water 

heating training is available through TAFE, Green Plumbers, Master Plumbers 

Association and also all plumbers are encouraged to attend training courses to address 

specific installation procedures related to particular solar water heater models run by 

most manufacturers of solar and heat pump water heaters. In most cases, the 

manufacturer would have a set of installation instructions which need to be followed. In 

cases when the solar water heater is installed incorrectly, if this is noticed by a 

customer, the installer would be the first port of call, and there is an advantage in 

providing a good quality installation to avoid costly call backs.  

The results from the RFI show that installation parameters such as the size of the 

system, tariff connection, timers, amount and type of insulation on solar flow and return 

lines, distance between a hot water storage tank and solar collector, orientation and tilt 

of a solar collector, dust, shading and improper maintenance would influence 

performance of solar water heater with regards to the actual energy savings.  Some of 
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the surveyed manufacturers undertake post-installation audits through customer 

surveys, dealer and installer training and site audits but the data is not available. Any 

issue with the solar water heaters is generally tracked through a warranty process.  

There is also a concern that some products may be designed to pass the required 

Australian Standards but fail to operate satisfactorily in a real world conditions and that 

this needs to be rectified. 

It may be noted here that applicable Australian Standards and ORER guidelines found 

on the ORER website have been reviewed during the study. The ORER methodology 

for calculation of STC values for solar and heat pump water heaters has been modified, 

while the SEC team has been working on this study. As a result of this, the desk study 

was completed in accordance with the ORER REC calculation methodology for solar 

water heaters and heat pump water heaters with a volumetric capacity up to and 

including 700L (Version 13 dated January 2008). In contrast, the comparison of the real 

energy savings of the solar water heaters installed at Lochiel Park development was 

completed in accordance with the ORER STC calculation methodology or solar water 

heaters and air source heat pump water heaters dated March 2011 and AS/NZS 

4234:2008/Amdt 1:2011.  
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2 Desk Study 

The SEC team has undertaken a desk study to develop a simple analytical model to 

assist in the calculation of the impact of the installation parameters on the STC values 

of solar water heaters.  

The desk study examined the effect of adjusting the following parameters, which 

impact on the performance and STC values of solar water heaters:  

 Orientation (azimuth) and inclination of the solar collectors; 

 Shading of collectors by trees and buildings; 

 Collection of dust on solar collectors over time; 

 Amount and type of insulation used in various pipe work.  

The effects of the parameters mentioned above on the values of STCs for solar water 

heating systems have been analysed using the TRNSYS simulation package. The 

standardised ORER STC calculation methodology for solar water heaters and heat 

pump water heaters with a volumetric capacity up to and including 700L (Version 13 

dated January 2008) rules current at the time the study was conducted and 

AS/NZS4234:2008/Amdt 1:2011 annual and daily hot water load patterns have been 

used with a computational time step of 0.1 hours. Typical Meteorological Year weather 

data as specified in AS/NZS 4234:2008/Amdt 1:2011 for Adelaide, Melbourne and Alice 

Spring climate zones has been used. The performance of the solar water heater  has 

been based on hourly values using the following variables: 

 Ambient temperature; 

 Global irradiation on a horizontal surface; 

 Beam irradiation; 

 Wind speed;  

 Cloud cover. 

In order or evaluate the effects of the installation parameters on the value of STCs, the 

SEC team has selected an instantaneous gas boosted solar hot water system with flat 

plate collectors, as this is deemed to represent the typical solar hot water system 

configuration.  

The selected system has the following specifications: 

 Forced circulation system; 

 Instantaneous gas boosting; 

 Two flat plate collectors; 
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 Tank volume of 165 litres; 

 Medium tank standing heat loss. 

After reviewing the performance parameters for a number of available systems on the 

Australian market using the results from actual thermal performance tests, the collector 

thermal performance coefficients, for the purposes of this desk study, have been 

selected to represent a mid range efficiency. This is shown as collector H in Figure 2.1.  

 

Figure 2.1: Selection of flat plate collector for desk study based on mid range thermal performance. 

The same principle has been used to quantify a typical size and heat losses from 

storage tanks. A storage tank with a physical volume of 165 litres and a heat loss of 2.0 

kWh/24 hours has been chosen for this desk study. Note the MEPS level for a tank with 

the rated hot water delivery of 160 litres as per AS4692.1:2005 is 2.02 kWh/24 hours. 

Table 2.1 below provides more technical details of the system used in the desk study.  

Table 2.1: Details of the modelled solar hot water system 

Tank details 

Tank inner diameter 0.379 m 

Tank volume (physical not delivery) 165 L 

Tank wall thickness 3 mm 

Tank wall material Steel 

Tank standing heat loss (AS1056 conditions with element in 
the bottom of the tank) 

2.0 
kWhr/day (for 

ΔT=55K) 

 

Maximum auxiliary booster gas input 146.8 MJ/hr 

Booster efficiency AS4552 77.7 % 

Standby electrical power consumption 6.5 W 
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Start up heat capacity for 45K temperature rise (90% rise 
point as per AS4552) 

0.38 MJ 

Thermostat set temperature (minimum of 60°C) 60 °C 

Pipe internal diameter (ID) 12 mm 

Pipe length (minimum 5m) 5 m 

Pipe insulation thickness 15 mm 

Height of thermostat above bottom 0.701 m 

Thermostat set temperature 60 °C 

Thermostat dead band 7 K 

Solar collectors 

Type of collector Flat Plate 

Collector efficiency parameters (AS2535) 

 

= 79.59 % 

= 536.75 W/(m
2
K) 

= 1.24 W/(m
2
K

2
) 

Collector area used by test laboratory to define efficiency 2.21 m
2
 

Number of collectors 2  

Collector mounting Serial 

Pump and controller 

Pump controller differential temperature settings (ON/OFF) 8.0/2.0 K 

Maximum temperature in the tank 88 °C 

Flow rate under solar condition 120 L/hr 

Pump power under solar condition 27 W 

Direct connection to tank or via heat exchanger Direct 

Height of water input to tank 0.582 m 

Collector supply (inlet) pipe diameter 12 mm 

Inlet pipe length  (default of 10m) 10 m 

Inlet pipe insulation material Closed Cell Polyurethane 

Inlet pipe insulation thickness 15 mm 

Collector outlet pipe diameter 12 mm 

Outlet pipe length (default of 10m) 10 M 

Outlet pipe insulation material Closed Cell Polyurethane 

Outlet pipe insulation thickness 15 mm 

 

The selected system has been classified as a solar preheat product of volumetric 

capacity of 165L with a series connected instantaneous gas booster and as such has 

been treated as a medium size system with the peak winter hot water energy load as 

specified in Table 2.2 below. This table is taken from AS/NZS 4234:2008.  
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Table 2.2: Peak winter hot water energy load for 4 climatic zones for the selected solar water heating system 

Location Peak Winter Load 
(MJ/day) 

Adelaide 40.0 

Alice Springs 40.9 

Melbourne 40.0 

 

The performance of the selected solar water heating system has been evaluated on the 

basis of the monthly and daily hot water usage patterns specified in AS/NZS 

4234:2008, as shown in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4.  

Table 2.3: Monthly hot water energy usage patter for 4 climatic zones for the selected solar water heating system as a 
fraction of the peak month load 

Location  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Adelaide 0.69 0.69 0.67 0.74 0.80 0.87 0.98 1.00 0.94 0.93 0.84 0.76 

Alice 
Springs 

0.44 0.50 0.58 0.69 0.86 0.94 1.00 0.92 0.75 0.61 0.53 0.47 

Melbourne 0.68 0.68 0.73 0.81 0.92 0.97 1.00 0.95 0.89 0.81 0.76 0.70 

 

Table 2.4: Daily hot water energy usage patter for 4 climatic zones for the selected solar water heating system as a 
fraction of the daily load. 

Time Load multiplier 
(Zones 1 to 4) 

0700 0.150 

0800 0.150 

1100 0.100 

1300 0.100 

1500 0.125 

1600 0.125 

1700 0.125 

1800 0.125 

 

The average monthly temperatures of the water entering into the solar water heating 

system across the four zones used in this desk study is specified in Table 2.5 taken 

from AS/NZS 4234:2008. 

Table 2.5: Monthly cold water temperatures in °C.  

Location  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Adelaide 20.53 20.79 21.46 18.86 16.73 14.21 10.34 9.79 11.82 12.27 15.36 18.14 

Alice 
Springs 

29.00 27.00 24.00 20.00 14.00 11.00 9.00 12.00 18.00 23.00 26.00 28.00 

Melbourne 20.00 20.00 18.00 15.00 11.00 9.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 15.00 17.00 19.00 
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2.1 Effects of Orientation and Inclination of Solar Collectors 

The orientation (azimuth) and inclination angles of the solar hot water collectors are 

important installation parameters as these affect the level of solar radiation striking the 

collector‘s surface. It is common practice to install the solar collectors such that they 

are facing as close to north as possible and they are inclined at an angle which will 

maximize its performance during the winter season. Despite this, practical 

considerations such as suitable roof orientation and roof pitch usually influence these 

parameters. As such, the values shown in Table 2.6 are used by default for modelling 

energy savings, as these reflect the large variation in roof structures.  

Table 2.6: Default inclination angle of solar collector as per AS/NZS 4234:2008.  

Zone  
Collector inclination 

(°to horizontal) 
Collector azimuth 
(°west of North) 

1 to 4 20 45 

 

A parametric study was completed using the TRNSYS package, which investigated the 

impacts of azimuth (orientation) and inclination angles etc. on overall energy savings. 

Note that throughout this study, only one parameter was varied for each simulation. 

Figure 2.2 shows the simulated percentage change in STC that can be achieved by 

varying the azimuth angle of the solar collector. This change is expressed as a 

percentage relative to that achieved using the ORER assumed default value (azimuth 

of 45°); a positive change represents an increase in STC, whereas a negative change 

represents a reduction of STC from the default value. The shaded region indicates the 

range of azimuth angles where the system performs better than the ORER default 

value. Note that this range varies depending on the latitude of the collector and hence 

the zone that it is modelled in. The figure also shows that the maximum change in STC 

is approximately equal for solar collectors in Adelaide and Alice Springs, whilst the 

azimuth angle has a more significant impact on solar collector performance in 

Melbourne. The figure also shows how the collector orientations due east and west 

cause a reduction of the STC values of 2.5-7% and 5-7%, respectively, compared with 

the default default azimuth (Northwest).  
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Figure 2.2: Simulated percentage change in STC as a function of solar collector azimuth, for Adelaide, Alice Springs and 
Melbourne. Note that ORER assumes a default azimuth angle of 45°, and that the shaded box indicates the range of 
azimuth angles that increase the STC, compared to that using the default value.  

Figure 2.3 shows the simulated change in STC that can be achieved by varying the 

inclination angle of the solar collector, whilst maintaining an azimuth of 45°. This 

change is expressed as a percentage relative to that achieved using the ORER default 

value (inclination angle of 20°). The figure shows that installations at inclination angles 

of 20 to 45° would result in performance at or slightly above the default values for the 

locations examined.  

 

Figure 2.3: Simulated percentage change in STC as a function of solar collector inclination angle, for Adelaide, Alice 
Springs and Melbourne. Note that ORER assumes a default inclination angle 20°, and that the shaded box indicates the 
range of inclination angles that increase the STC, compared to that using the default value.  
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The shaded region, of the above figure, indicates the range of inclination angles that 

increase the STC, compared to that achieved using the ORER default value. Note that 

this range varies depending on the latitude and hence the zone that the collector is 

modelled in. The range of inclinations that increase the STC, for Alice Springs and 

Melbourne are similar, whilst the range is significantly larger for collectors in Adelaide.  

2.2 Shading of Collectors by Trees and Buildings  

The performance of the solar water heaters is usually modelled in TRNSYS, without 

taking into a consideration any shading of the solar collectors by surrounding objects, 

such as trees and buildings. Installed solar water heaters in a real life could encounter 

some degree of shading. To determine the effect of shading on the annual performance 

of solar water heaters, it is necessary to estimate the amount of shadow cast as a 

function of time during every day of the year. The SEC team has approached the effect 

of shading on the performance in terms of a reduction in the amount of the beam 

radiation received by the solar collector. Based on observations at various Adelaide 

households and the most commonly observed sources of shading in urban areas, two 

different objects projecting a shade onto the collector have been considered:  

 A building with dimensions and geometry similar to a large, two-storey house 

(Northern neighbour) shading a collector on the roof of a typical single-storey 

house as represented in Figure 2.4;  

 A nearby ‗large‘ tree on the northern side of the house with canopy simulated as 

an opaque prolate spheroid as shown in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.4: Shading projected on a four square metre collector from a large, two-storey building to the North 
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Figure 2.5: Shading projected on a four square metre collector from a large tree 

Shading from a ‗medium‘ sized tree has also been simulated. This tree has been 

represented with a spherical canopy approximately two thirds the height of that for the 

aforementioned large tree, but with all other dimensions the same. The SEC team has 

found that this medium sized tree would not be responsible for shading the collector  at 

any point in the year, thus results of this modelling exercise are not included in this 

report. 

Google SketchUp©2010 software (version 8.0.4811), has been used in conjunction with 

Google Earth©2010 software (version 6.0.1.2032 (beta)), to model the shading from 

the aforementioned tree and building on a single storey roof-mounted solar collector to 

a predicted accuracy of at least ±5%. This process has involved the generation of two 

identical models for the same basic structure, consisting of a four square metre solar 

collector mounted at the centre of the north facing roof of a single storey house. Each 

of the two ‗shading‘ objects mentioned above have been then added to one of these 

models. Based on the software ability to simulate shading from the sun,  the resulting 

two models have allowed the shading from these objects on the solar collector to be 

seen at any time of the year in any given location. The location of the first modelling 

exercise has been chosen to be Lochiel Park, Adelaide, latitude 35° S), given the 

reliance of this project on data from houses in this location. The geometry and relative 

location of objects, used in the model, have been chosen based on previously 

observed characteristics of, and shading issues experienced by, households in  medium 

to high density developments with which the SEC team have had previous experience.  
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A second modelling exercise has been undertaken for the location of Alice Springs, at 

Latitude 23.7°S. Based on the results of the first modelling exercise, only the shading 

from the large tree has been simulated, given that this has been the more significant of 

the two earlier simulations and the fact that it has been known that shading would be 

even less significant, at higher altitudes of the sun at this latitude.  Given the similarity 

between the latitudes of many locations in Adelaide and Melbourne Climate Zones and 

the associated similarity between resulting shading percentages seen in a brief 

modelling exercise at such locations, the shading percentages calculated for Adelaide 

can approximate the shading impact in Melbourne climate zone. 

The process of estimating percentages of shading has involved determining the 

percentage of the collector that has been shaded, for every daylight hour on a day 

falling at the middle of each month. The resulting hourly shading profile has been 

assumed to be representative of the average hourly shading percentage for every day 

of that month.  The file containing these hourly shading profiles has been generated 

with a yearly hour format, i.e. hour 0 to hour 8760, as required by TRNSYS.  

The results of the shading exercises are shown for Adelaide in Figure 2.6, which 

indicates the portion of the collector that has been shaded at a particular date and time 

throughout the year. Note that only months April to August are shown in the figure, as 

the nearby tree only casts a shadow on the collector during these months.  

 

Figure 2.6: Effects of shading by nearby tree for Adelaide. The figure shows the percentage area of the collector shaded 
on an hourly basis for the middle day of each month where shading is an issue, i.e. April – August.  
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Figure 2.7 below shows the percentage shading by the building on the collector in 

Adelaide. It should be noted that, for visual comparative purposes, this figure has been 

given the same Y-axis scale and legend as the previous figure. 

 

Figure 2.7: Effects of shading by a neighbouring 2 storey house for Adelaide. The figure shows the percentage area of the 
collector shaded on an hourly basis for the middle day of each month where shading takes place, i.e. May – August.  

Figure 2.8 below shows the percentage shading by the large tree on the collector in 

Alice Springs. It should be noted that, for visual comparative purposes, this figure has 

been given the same scale and legend as the previous two figures. 

 

Figure 2.8: Effects of shading by nearby large tree for Alice Springs. The figure shows the percentage area of the collector 
shaded on an hourly basis for the middle day of each month where shading takes place, i.e. May – July. 
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Figure 2.9 summarises the percentage shading by the large tree on the collector in the 

Adelaide and Alice Springs climate zones. It clearly shows that the shading effect from 

a large tree is the most significant in Adelaide during the months of May to July.  

To estimate the corresponding reduced total radiation on the horizontal surface and the 

inclined collector, which are required as inputs of TYPE 101 solar collector, the 

following equations have been used and the interpreted codes have been added into 

the TRNSYS deck file. Table 2.7 compares the values of STC for the selected typical 

solar water heater when no shading is present to the values when shading from a large 

tree or nearby building occurs. A small reduction, less than 1 STC, is observed in 

Adelaide due to shading from a large tree. The impact on STC in Alice Springs and 

Melbourne climate zones is even smaller. The results are initially somewhat surprising 

particularly for the large tree case as considerable shading appears to be taking place 

in winter during the middle of the day. However, as the solar heat input during this 

period is relatively small, the overall impact on STC values is limited.  

 

Figure 2.9: Summary of effects of shading by nearby tall tree for Adelaide and Alice Springs. The figure shows the 
percentage area of the collector shaded on an hourly basis for the middle day of each month where shading is an issue, 
i.e. May – July. 

 

Table 2.7: Summary of change in STC values for a typical solar water heating system with and without shading for all 
climate zones. 

 Adelaide Alice Springs Melbourne 

STC 
Percentage 
Change % 

STC 
Percentage 
Change % 

STC 
Percentage 
Change % 

No Shading 35.15  33.17  30.98  

Tree only 34.17 - 2.79 32.86 - 0.93 30.28 - 2.26 

Building only 35.05 - 0.28 N/A  30.88 - 0.32 
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Figure 2.10 shows the impact of shading caused by a large tree or nearby building on 

the value of STCs for the selected typical solar water heater as specified in Table 2.1 

for each of the cases considered. This information is shown as an STC percentage 

change in Figure 2.11.  

 

Figure 2.10: Simulated effect on STC value as a function of shading by a large tree and nearby building across all zones. 
Note that ORER assumes no shading on a collector occurs.  

 

 

Figure 2.11: Simulated percentage change in STC as a function shading by a large tree and nearby building across all 
climate zones.  
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2.3 Collection of Dust on Solar Collectors over Time 

The effect of dust on the value of STCs is difficult  to quantify as it depends on the 

pattern of dust settlement and how it affects the solar radiation reaching the absorber. 

The SEC has carried out a literature review of existing correlations developed by 

previous investigators. Hegazy (2000) conducted a study on the effects of dust 

accumulation on transmittance of flat plate collector glazing in a desert environment in 

the middle of Egypt. He used 8 glass plates inclined at 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 90° 

allowing dust to accumulate for 1 month without cleaning. His study showed strong 

correlation of dust accumulation and the collector tilt angle, climate conditions and 

exposure period. A three month study conducted by Hottel and Woertz (1942) in an 

industrial area of Boston, USA, on a flat plate collector inclined at 30° showed 4.7% 

reduction in thermal performance and 2.7% reduction in glass transmittance due to 

dust accumulation. Nimmo and Seid (1979) reported 15 and 30% reduction in the long 

term efficiency of thermal collectors tilted at 26° due to dust accumulation over two and 

four months, respectively, in Saudi Arabia. El-Nashar‘s (2009) showed 70% reduction 

in the thermal performance of an evacuated tube collector when the collector was not 

cleaned for a period of 12 months. According to Kalogirou (2009) who cited Duffie and 

Beckman (1991), the effect of dust in temperate climates could be approximated by a 

reduction of the radiation absorbed by the collector by 1% and 2% for dry and dry dusty 

climates, respectively (Duffie and Beckman, 1991).  

In order to estimate the effect of dust, the SEC team has considered the effect in a 

form of a reduction in the cover (glass) transmissivity and hence directly impacting the 

solar radiation received by the solar collectors.  Therefore, an artificial ‗barrier‘ is 

introduced into the model by reducing the total radiation falling onto the inclined 

surface (aperture area) of the collector by a specified fraction. To estimate the reduced 

total radiation on the horizontal surface, which is needed as an input of TYPE 101 solar 

collector, the following equations were used and the interpreted codes were added into 

the TRNSYS deck file shown in Appendix D: 
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surface horizontalon radiation  Diffuse  surface horizontalon radiation  beam Reduced 

 surface horizontalon radiation   totalReduced

angle)n inclinatiotor COS(collec

angle)zenith COS(solar 
 collector on radiation  beam Reduced 

 surface horizontalon radiation  beam Reduced

collectoron radiation  Diffuse -collectoron radiation   totalReduced 

collector on radiation  beam Reduced

radiation) on totalreduction -(1collectoron radiation  Totalcollectoron radiation     totalReduced









 

The effect of introducing dust and hence reducing the total radiation received by a 

collector is summarised in Figure 2.12 for Adelaide, Alice Springs and Melbourne. Note 

that the ORER STC evaluation methodology assumes a clean (dust-free) collector, 

which receives 100% radiation. 

The figure clearly shows that the STC is reduced by 2.2 to 4.4% for an assumed 

reduction of total radiation of 10% with the biggest impact occurring in Melbourne and 

the lowest at the higher latitude locations. 

 

Figure 2.12: Simulated percentage change in STC as a function of reduction of total radiation, due to dust for Adelaide, 
Alice Springs and Melbourne. Note that the ORER method assumes 100% total radiation, i.e. a reduction of 0%, due to 
using a clean (dust-free) collector.  
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2.4 Amount and Type of Insulation Used on the Pipe Work 

Thermal insulation is enclosed around hot water pipes to reduce heat loss, and as such 

it should be applied to pipe work connecting the solar collector and gas booster to the 

hot water tank. The thickness of the insulation material determines the thermal 

resistance and hence impacts on the STC value. The impact of various insulation 

thicknesses has also been examined as part of the desk study, with thickness between 

0 and 50mm, used. Note a thickness of 15mm is used by default in TRNSYS modelling.  

Miller (2010) conducted a case study on installation practices of gas boosted solar 

water heaters in an Ecovillage in sub-tropical Queensland. The study found a range of 

installations faults. Absence of insulation on hot water pipes or melting of lagging were 

identified as faults which contributed to a poor performance of solar water heaters.  

Figure 2.13 shows the impact of insulation thickness of the pipes that connect the tank 

to the solar collector, for each of the four climate zones. Note that the figure also 

shows the effect of not insulating the pipes, i.e. a thickness of 0mm. The figure shows 

that a relatively small loss in STC can be expected by reducing the insulation thickness 

from the default (15mm) value. It also shows that reduction in STC, where pipes are 

not insulated, is largely dependent on climate zone, and most likely the average 

ambient air temperatures experienced within these zones.  

Figure 2.14 shows the impact of insulation thickness of the pipes that connect the tank 

and the gas-booster, for each of the four climate zones. Note that the figure also shows 

the effect of not insulating the pipes, i.e. a thickness of 0mm where a drop of STC 

between 3 and 4% is experienced. The figure shows that a small gain in STC can be 

expected by increasing the insulation thickness. It also shows that the reduction in 

STC, where pipes are not insulated, is largely dependent on climate zone, and most 

likely the ambient air temperatures experienced within these zones.  
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Figure 2.13: Simulated percentage change in STC as a function of insulation thickness that connects the pre-heat tank 
and the collector. Note that ORER assumes a default value of 15mm, and that the shaded box indicates the range of 
insulation thicknesses that increase the STC, compared to that using the default value.  

 

 

Figure 2.14: Simulated percentage change in STC as a function of insulation thickness that connects the pre-heat tank 
and gas-booster. Note that ORER assumes a default value of 15mm, and that the shaded box indicates the range of 
insulation thicknesses that increase the STC, compared to that using the default value.  
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2.5 Conclusions  

An outcome of the study is that the allowances made in determining the STC values to 

accommodate less than ideal azimuth (orientation) and inclination of the solar 

collectors are generally sufficient to cover the majority of practical installations. The 

research results have demonstrated the impact of these and other parameters, 

including shading, dust, lack and improper piping insulat ion. While extreme shading 

and dust coverage are likely to have a major impact on the performance, the cases 

studied demonstrate the relatively low impact associated with both shading and dust 

accumulation. 

The results can be used as percentage reductions of the designated systems STCs 

when inspection reveals less than ideal installation practice or location. Never the less, 

the study has shown that the anticipated performance reductions are not so dramatic.  
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3 In-situ System Audits 

Currently, all solar or heat pump water heating system on the market, which attract 

STCs have been modelled using the TRNSYS software package or a similar variant. 

This utilises test performance characteristics of the system components and standard 

patterns and loads of usage, climate etc. to generate a value of expected energy 

displacement over a ten year period for that system. These STC values are available to 

a consumer when making a decision on which water heater to purchase through the 

ORER Register. Little information has been made available at the time of the study on 

the real life performance of installed solar water heating systems. Some results from 2 

studies at the Lochiel Park development in South Australia and in an Eco-village in 

sub-tropical Queensland are available.  

The SEC team has considered the findings from the study on the instantaneous solar 

water heaters installed in a new housing development in south-east Queensland 

between 2007 and 2010. Residents from the development had an expectation that the 

solar water heaters would be sufficient to provide their entire water heating 

requirements and therefore they would not need to rely on additional boosting. 

Consequently, the operational costs of these appliances would be negligible. However,  

in most cases the residents were not aware of settings that could improve their solar 

water heaters system efficiency, nor were they aware of methods to identify problems 

and what actions to take, if required. Incidental social interactions and gas bills were 

identified as a catalyst for action. The results from this study showed that the solar 

water heaters underperformed as the estimated average solar contribution was 43% 

instead of the expected 86 to 95%, (Miller, 2010). 

A similar pattern has been observed at Lochiel Park. Also it is worth noting that the 

residents of both Queensland and Lochiel Park developments are sustainability 

conscious but most of them did not have prior experience with solar water heaters and 

knew very little about their real energy and hot water consumption levels. EcoVision 

systems have been installed in their homes in order to visually monitor total water, 

electricity and gas usage and patterns of usage. In some cases, the EcoVision system, 

has identified a resident of a fault with their solar water heater system, through 

deviation from an established energy and water usage patterns of their household.  

Therefore one of the requirements of this study has therefore been to collect sufficient 

data on a number of installed solar water heating system to make a valid comparison 

between theoretical and actual energy consumption and usage patterns.   
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The SEC team has collected and analysed data from a small sample size in-situ 

monitored solar water heating systems installed in Lochiel Park (climate zone 3). 

Information, such as technical details of the system, azimuth (orientation) and angle of 

inclination of solar collectors, presence of shade were recorded. In addition, water inlet 

and outlet temperatures were measured and observations regarding insulation, e.g. 

amount and thickness, were made. Finally, the quantity and pattern of usage for both 

hot water and gas were analysed.   

Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show aerial and ground-level photographs, respectively, of 

random houses within the Lochiel Park development. These figures clearly show the 

high penetration of both PV panels and solar water heater system collectors.  

 

Figure 3.1: Aerial photo of Lochiel Park development. 

 

Figure 3.2: Typical installation of the solar water heating systems – Lochiel Park, South Australia. 

Ten houses have been selected for in-depth hot water analysis. The types of hot water 

systems analysed include six forced circulation storage gas boosted and four forced 

circulation instantaneous (post gas boosted) solar water heating systems, with various 

azimuths (orientations) and inclination angles etc. Figure 3.3 shows a typical collector 

which comprises of two flat-plate collectors. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the typical 
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instantaneous hot water system, whilst Figure 3.5 shows the typical storage system 

installed at Lochiel Park. Note that the brand and model numbers of the systems 

analysed in this report have been withheld to protect the identity of the manufacturers.  

 

Figure 3.3: Typical flat plate solar collector installed on a roof of a two story house in Lochiel Park, South Australia. 

 

Figure 3.4: Typical hot water storage tank and instantaneous gas booster installed at Lochiel Park, South Australia. 

 

Figure 3.5: Typical storage with gas booster solar hot water installed at Lochiel Park, South Australia. 
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In order to obtain the value of STCs and technical details for the solar water heater 

installed at Lochiel Park, a questionnaire was issued to the residents requesting details 

of their solar water heating systems. In the majority of cases, neither the developer nor 

the residents were able to provide the required information, due to lack of 

documentation. As such, in-situ audits were carried out to access the installation and 

technical information of the solar water heaters installed at this development. Thus the 

model numbers of solar water heaters installed at Lochiel Park have been identified 

and hence their STCs traced via the ORER Register.  

Table 3.1 below provides the details of the systems considered in this study. Please 

note that the brand and model numbers have been withheld to protect the identity of 

the manufacturers due to confidentiality issues, and that the lot numbers prefixed with 

A, indicate that this house has a storage type solar hot water system. In contrast, 

houses with lot numbers prefixed with B, indicate an instantaneous system.  

Table 3.1: Installation details of solar water heating systems considered under this study. 

Lot No Collector Type Type 
Tank Collector 

Inclinatio
n [°] 

Solar Azimuth 
[°] Brand Vol. (L) 

A-OZ FP x 2 STO A 260 25 340 

A-OF FP x 2 STO A 260 25 340 

A-OE FP x 2 STO A 260 14 340 

B-TE FP x 2 INST B 260 17 7 

A-TS FP x 2 STO A 260 30 340 

A-FF FP x 2 STO A 260 20 340 

A-FF2 FP x 2 STO A 260 10 340 

B-FS FP x 2 INST B 260 20 340 

B-FE FP x 2 INST B 260 20 340 

B-SZ FP x 2 INST B 260 23 342 

 

It should be noted that all systems considered in this study are have been installed at 

approximately the same time and have been used for up to two years. There are two 

levels of in-situ testing that could be undertaken: 

 ‗Basic‘: making a number of assumptions and utilising basic equipment; 

 ‗Detailed‘: taking regular, detailed measurements of as many relevant 

parameters as possible over a period of time at a given household.  

Note that due to the time frame of the study, this basic in-situ option has been used. 

The SEC team would recommend some detailed monitoring of solar water heaters in 

the future.  
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3.1 Basic In-Situ Monitoring Option 

This section covers the details of in-situ test components required for basic monitoring 

along with details of associated costs and methodology. In-situ testing has been 

undertaken using the components listed below installed, and the corresponding 

purchase cost of equipment required for this testing is shown in Table 3.2.  

 Portable temperature sensor (measuring temperatures of hot water outlet at the 

PTR valve and an indoor tap, cold water inlet and ambient air);  

 Flow-meter (measuring total amount of hot water used throughout the test);  

 Power or Gas Meter. 

Table 3.2: Summary of equipment and its costs associated with basic in-situ auditing (this cost includes gst). 

Equipment Qty. Cost gst inc ($) 

Portable temperature sensor 1 500. 

Flow-meter 1 250 

Power/Gas Meter 1 200 

Total Purchase Cost  950 

 

The equipment described above was temporarily installed on household solar water 

heaters. Also the measurements of the azimuth and inclination angles of the solar 

collector, length of the connecting pipes, overall layout of the solar water heating 

system, any visual damage, shading from the nearby buildings and trees and 

accumulation of dust were checked and measured. All measured data is stored in one 

spreadsheet developed by the SEC team, which assists with calculating reductions / 

increases in STCs.  

3.2 Detailed In-Situ Monitoring 

Detailed in-situ testing can be undertaken using the components listed below, installed 

at a specific existing household: 

 Pyranometer (mounted very close to, and in the same plane as, the collector 

measuring incident radiation); 

 Temperature sensors (to continuously measure temperatures of the system hot 

water outlet, collector inlet and outlet water and ambient air);  

 Flow-meter (measuring hot water consumption); 

 Wind anemometer (measuring wind-speed across the collector to evaluate wind 

induced heat loss); 

 Power or Gas Meter (measuring energy used by the system); 
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 Data logger to collect data over a specified period of time; 

 Various sensor brackets and fittings. 

Where in-situ testing is required, it is proposed to temporarily install the equipment 

described above on household solar water heaters. A detailed testing methodology has 

been developed to support this option. Measurement of each of the above mentioned 

parameters need to be carried out. Also in common with the basic in-situ audit, the 

measurements of the azimuth and inclination angles of the solar collector, length of the 

connecting pipes, overall layout of the solar water heating system, any visual damage, 

shading from the nearby buildings and trees and accumulation of dust cover needs to 

be checked and measured. All measurements could then be put into the spreadsheet 

developed by the SEC team and potential reductions/increases in values of the STCs 

can be calculated. Note that the in-situ testing could be significantly affected by the 

weather conditions. For the purpose of gathering sufficient data, the SEC recommends 

that each detailed in-situ test would last for a minimum of one week to allow for the 

data collection process to be finalised. The purchase cost of equipment required for the 

detailed in-situ testing is show in Table 3.3 below. 

Table 3.3: Summary of equipment and its costs associated with detailed in-situ auditing. 

Equipment Qty. Cost gst inc ($) 

Pyranometer 1 4,000 

Temperature sensors (calibrated) 4 1200 

Flow-meter 1 250 

Wind anemometer 1 500 

Power/Gas Meter 1 200 

Data logger 1 3,350 

Data logger Housing [IP65] 1 80 

Computer 1 1,000 

Sensor Brackets & Consumables  1,500 

Total Purchase Cost  12,080 

 

All data collected through the initial in-situ testing conducted by the SEC team at 

Lochiel Park, has been imported into a tool developed by the SEC team, designed 

specifically for analysis of this data. Each system has been investigated, in terms of 

expected performance, based on STCs that were awarded at the time of installation 

and the actual energy generation and hot water usage. Based on the data collected, 

the estimated annual energy consumption has been calculated and compared with the 

expected energy consumption. Allowances have been made for differences in factors 

such as orientation and shading, when compared to the assumptions made in TRNSYS 
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modelling that was originally used to calculate STCs applicable to the system. More 

details about the findings are presented in the next section of the report.  

3.3 Spot-Check Measurements 

In order to calculate the real STC / performance of the 10 in-depth analysed solar hot water 

systems, various individual settings, such as temperature and storage system boosting times 

were measured and recorded. 

3.3.1 Measured Water Temperatures  

Figure 3.6 summarises the measured water temperatures, for the six storage and the 

four instantaneous hot water systems, taken at the tank‘s PTR valve and inside the 

house. Note that the temperatures measured at the PTR valve for the storage system 

were taken 3-5 minutes after the completion of a boosting period, i.e. the set 

temperature is reached with the aid of gas boosting. In contrast, the temperature 

measured at the PTR valve of the instantaneous systems, is that provided by the solar 

collector alone. The actual gas-boosted temperature of the instantaneous systems 

could not be measured as this is directly connected to a tempering valve.  

 

Figure 3.6: Measured water temperatures for some storage and instantaneous hot water systems. The first bars are the 
temperature at the outlet of the solar hot water system. The second bar is the temperature supplied inside the house 
after the tempering valve. 

The above figure shows both the measured PTR and maximum indoor hot water 

temperatures, to show the thermostat settings of the storage systems, and the effect of 

the mixing valve for all systems. The indoor temperatures of the instantaneous systems 

are set to 50-52°C, whilst the corresponding indoor temperatures of the storage 
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systems ranged from 42-49°C. The majority of residents with storage systems 

experienced indoor hot water temperatures in the low-mid 40°C range, with half of 

these residents feeling this temperature was unacceptably low. As such these 

residents attempted to combat the issue by manually adjusting their thermostats or 

increasing their system‘s gas-boosting windows, completely unaware that the issues 

were caused by the use of tempering valves or their settings. Consequently the 

thermostat settings of half the storage systems sampled, were set unnecessarily high, 

in comparison with the legionella requirements. As such, the thermostat settings for 

these houses are well above those supplied by the tempering valves, in one case the 

temperature difference between the storage tank and indoor plumbing is 25°C.  

3.3.2 Storage System Booster Settings 

In addition to spot temperature checks, audits were conducted on storage type 

systems, in which the thermostat and boosting windows were recorded. Figure 3.7 

summarises the thermostat settings, which range from 3 to 7, whilst Table 3.4 shows 

the monitored boosting windows for the storage systems sampled.  

 

Figure 3.7: Measured PTR valve temperature  vs. thermostat setting. 

 

Table 3.4: Monitored boosting windows for the monitored storage systems 

Lot A-OZ A-OF A-OE A-TS A-FF A-FF2 

  Start End Start End Start End Start End Start End Start End 

AM - - always on always on 03:36 04:52 05:40 08:12 - - 

PM 16:24 18:36 always on always on 15:40 17:24 16:40 18:08 17:52 19:46 

 

The above table shows the number and duration of auxiliary boosting per house and in 

many cases this is seen to be excessive. This has often been traced to insufficient 

information on system control provided to households.  
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4 Hot Water Load Usage and Profile Analysis 

A significant parameter of potential impact on the energy savings of the solar water 

heating systems is the quantity and temperature of hot water demand over a certain 

period of time (hourly, daily, or monthly). In order to quantify the load profile in actual 

installations, the monthly hot water heating load profile for a number of houses within 

the recently established Lochiel Park Green Village development (in South Australia) 

has been analysed and compared with that used in the TRNSYS software. Each house 

is equipped with an in-home monitoring system, which can measure and record the 

resident‘s gas, electricity and water use patterns (including hot water) in resolutions of 

10L, 1Wh and 1L, respectively.  

4.1 Types of Hot Water Systems 

The houses are fitted with one of the following three varieties of solar hot water 

systems: 

 Gas-boosted storage type, 

 Gas-boosted instantaneous type, 

 Electric-boosted storage type. 

Of the abovementioned systems, only the gas-boosted types are considered in this 

section of the study, due to the small number and data uncertainties associated with 

the houses fitted with electric boosted systems.  

The results shown in this section are based on average values of 11 storage and 16 

instantaneous gas-boosted solar hot water systems. A summary of the hot water 

system types installed at Lochiel Park is listed below in  

Table 4.1. The manufacturers‘ identities have not been included to preserve 

confidentiality. The table includes only one variety of storage type gas-boosted system, 

as the builder selected and installed identical units in each of their houses, whilst many 

varieties of the instantaneous gas-boosted units have been installed. The table also 

shows the volume of the storage and pre-heat tanks, and it should be noted that each 

of the storage systems is classified by ORER as small system according to the new 

methodology, whilst the instantaneous systems are classified by ORER as large sized 

systems. 
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Table 4.1: Summary of storage and instantaneous gas-boosted solar hot water systems. Note that i) FP and EV represent 
flat plate and evacuated tube, respectively, and ii) that this list is not exhaustive, i.e. it only contains information for 
systems which details could be obtained / observed.  

Type 
Type of 

Collector 
Collector 

Manufacturer 
Tank 

Volume (L) 
Tank 

Manufacturer 

STORAGE FP x 2 A 260 A 

INSTAN-
TANEOUS 

FP x 2 B 259 B 

FP x 2 C 215 C 

FP x 2 D 200 D 

EV x 60 E 327 F 

FP x 2 C 215 C 

EV x 30 E 327 H 

 

4.2 Calculation Methodology and Assumptions   

The hot water load, as referred to throughout this report, is the quantity of heat energy 

required to heat the volume of water consumed within a house for various domestic 

purposes, e.g. bathing, dish washing etc. This is calculated for each of the households 

based on the individually measured hot water usage volume and a series of 

assumptions. These assumptions are listed below:  

 The water inlet temperature, T in, is equal to the average ambient air 

temperature, Ta, obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) for Adelaide, 

from January 2010 until March 2011. Note that each house feeds its hot water 

system from a rain water tank, where applicable, in other instances it is fed by 

the mains water supply. 

 The hot water system outlet temperature, Tout , is assumed to be set at 60°C. 

This is based on a series of spot checks of tank outlet temperatures (via the 

PTR valve) of 9 randomly selected hot water tanks at Lochiel Park in November 

2010 – the measured outlet temperatures varied between 60 and 62°C.  

 The hot water temperature provided for usage in the house is assumed to be 

50°C, due to the use of thermostatic mixing valves (TMV) or tempering valves. 

Although tempering valve temperature settings are adjustable, i.e. can be set 

between 35 and 50°C, the measured water supply temperatures of many house 

with instantaneous systems was close to 50°C. 

 The actual hot water load will be calculated using enthalpy values of hot water 

at 60°C and the assumed water inlet (ambient air) temperatures, keeping in 

mind that a proportion of cold water is mixed with it to lower its temperature to 

50°C before it is supplied to the house.  
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 The heat load, Q, (expressed in MJ) is calculated based on the equation below:  

        

where, the mass, m, is determined by the volume of hot water consumed, V, and 

the water density, ρ, i.e. m=ρV. The difference in water temperature, ΔT, is 

equal to the difference in water outlet and inlet temperatures, i.e. T out - Tin. 

 The water density and specific heat cp used in the calculation is that at a 

temperature equal to T in. 

4.2.1 Water Inlet Temperature 

The average ambient air temperature data used for estimating the water inlet 

temperatures is obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM), i.e. from their monthly 

weather review files for Adelaide for the months January 2010 until March 2011. Note 

that this BoM data differs slightly from the data of water inlet temperatures as specified 

in the Typical Meteorological Year weather files used by ORER. A summary of this can 

be seen by comparing the second and third columns in Table 4.2. The last column of 

this table shows the percentage of hot water delivered by the solar hot water system 

with the balance being tempering cold water mixed with it before use in the house.  

Table 4.2: Mean monthly ambient temperature information (January 2010 – March 2011) and inlet water temperatures 
assumed by ORER for zone 3 (Adelaide). 

Month / 
Year 

Mean Ta 
(°C) (BoM) 

avg. Tin 
(°C) (ORER) 

Portion of HW 
from HW usage 

data 

JAN 10 24.7 23 71.7% 

FEB 10 25.2 23 71.3% 

MAR 10 22 21 73.7% 

APR 10 19.2 18 75.5% 

MAY 10 15.1 15 77.7% 

JUN 10 11.7 12 79.3% 

JUL 10 11.1 11 79.6% 

AUG 10 11.5 12 79.4% 

SEP 10 13.1 15 78.7% 

OCT 10 16.5 19 77.0% 

NOV 10 19.2 21 75.5% 

DEC 10 21.4 22 74.1% 

JAN 11 24.5 23 71.8% 

FEB 11 23.8 23 72.4% 

MAR 11 19.9 21 75.1% 
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Figure 4.1 shows that the average measured data, provided by the BoM, is slightly 

higher than the water inlet temperatures used by the ORER model for eight of the 15 

months shown. As such the calculated hot water load, based on the average measured 

ambient temperature, will be comparable to that predicted by the ORER model.  

 

Figure 4.1: Mean monthly ambient temperature information (January 2010 – March 2011) and inlet water temperatures 
assumed by ORER for Adelaide. 

 

Despite the small differences in average temperature data, all water consumption and 

load profiles calculations from this point forward use the BoM temperature data. This is 

logical as all of the Lochiel Park hot water systems cold water inlets are fed from each 

individual house‘s rain water tank.  

 

4.3 Average Hot Water Usage Profiles  

The average daily hot water usage profile as delivered by the hot water system for a 

number of houses are shown in Figure 4.2. The figure separates the usage by the type 

of hot water system used, as these differ in size, i.e. small vs. large, according to the 

new ORER classifications. The figure shows that residents use approximately the same 

amount of hot water on a daily basis, regardless of which type of hot water system is 

installed in the house. As expected, the chart also shows that more hot water is used 

per day in the winter months.  
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Figure 4.2: Average daily hot water usage profile comparison of storage and instantaneous systems. Note the legend 
indicates the range of number of houses that are used to calculate the average hot water usage over the 15 month 
period shown. The early months (JAN-MAR10) had the fewest number of houses, whilst the average shown for the latter 
months (JAN-MAR11) is based on the most number of houses.  

4.4 Average Daily Hot Water Load Profiles  

This section shows the average daily calculated hot water load profiles for both the 

storage and instantaneous solar hot water systems. The average daily load profiles are 

shown by month, firstly by type and secondly by type and by the number of residents 

using each respective type of system. Note that the hot water loads shown in the 

remainder of this section exclude tank heat losses, where appropriate. The values of 

heat loss were assumed to be equal to the MEPS for electric storage water heaters of 

similar size systems and were later taken into consideration in TRNSYS modelling, i.e. 

in chapter 5.  

4.4.1 Load Profiles – by Type  

The calculated average daily hot water load profiles for storage and instantaneous 

systems are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, respectively. Each figure compares 

the month‘s daily average load to that used in the ORER model. Note that storage and 

instantaneous systems are compared to a peak winter load of 22.5 (considered as a 

small load) and 57MJ/day (considered as a large load), respectively, due to their 

capacity to achieve 60% energy savings in zone 3 and deliver water at temperatures 

above 45°C in all zones in accordance with ORER classifications. 
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Figure 4.3: Daily average hot water load profile for storage systems, showing the calculated profile, based on measured 
Lochiel Park data and that assumed by ORER. Note the number within the square brackets indicates how many houses 
the average value is calculate from, for any given month. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Daily average hot water load profile for instantaneous systems, showing the calculated profile, based on 
measured Lochiel Park data and that assumed by ORER. Note the number within the square brackets indicates how 
many houses the average value is calculate from, for any given month. 

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 above indicate that the average daily hot water load profiles, 

assumed by ORER, grossly exceed the calculated load profile for both the 

instantaneous and storage systems. The comparison is based on assumed small-sized 

systems for the storage types and large-sized systems for the instantaneous systems 

as designated by ORER. This is more clearly seen in Figure 4.5, which compares the 
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normalised hot water load profile for both the storage and instantaneous systems, to 

the ORER profile. It is worth noting that the measured load profile being used for 

comparison excludes thermal losses and allows for the water tempering valves in use 

in all houses under investigation. Table 4.3 provides summarises the monthly 

(seasonal) load profile.  

 

Figure 4.5: Normalised daily average hot water load profile for both the storage and instantaneous systems based, and 
the ORER profile. Note that i) the storage and instantaneous systems are normalised to 22.5 and 57MJ/day, respectively, 
and ii) LP, STOR, and INST are acronyms for Lochiel Park, storage and instantaneous, respectively.  

 

Table 4.3: Seasonal (monthly) energy load profile for Lochiel Park homes. 

Hour ORER STOR INST 

JAN 0.70 0.38307 0.16196 

FEB 0.80 0.37342 0.19036 

MAR 0.85 0.51857 0.21747 

APR 0.90 0.46415 0.20223 

MAY 0.95 0.82076 0.24685 

JUN 1.00 0.88021 0.33546 

JUL 1.00 0.84505 0.32431 

AUG 1.00 0.98261 0.31575 

SEP 1.00 0.87341 0.33898 

OCT 0.95 0.73439 0.27769 

NOV 0.90 0.60910 0.24393 

DEC 0.80 0.52375 0.23007 
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4.4.2 Load Profiles – by Type and by Number of Residents 

The hot water load profiles are further examined by type. In addition, the impact of the 

number of residents living within the houses is examined. The hot water load profile for 

the storage systems is shown in Figure 4.6, and that for the instantaneous systems is 

shown in Figure 4.7. Note that both figures also show the ORER predicted load profile. 

For the installed systems, Figure 4.6 shows that the houses using the storage system 

have between one and four occupants, and plots their associated daily average hot 

water load profile. The figure shows that the single monitored house with one occupant 

uses slightly less than those with two occupants (2-7 houses), as expected. The figure 

also shows that the one or two houses monitored with three occupants require, on 

average, less hot water load than those houses with two occupants, whilst the two 

houses with four occupants require significantly larger hot water loads than both the 

houses with two occupants and their demand profile is closest to the ORER model. The 

sample size in this study is too small to enable meaningful conclusions on the 

occupants‘ impact on the load profile. 

 

Figure 4.6: Daily average hot water load profile for storage systems based on the number of residents within a house, 
showing the calculated profile, based on measured Lochiel Park data and that assumed by ORER. Note the number 
within the brackets indicates the range of number of houses used to calculate the average value over the 15 month 
period shown. PPHH represents the number of people per household. 
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Figure 4.7: Daily average hot water load profile for instantaneous systems based on the number of residents within a 
house, showing the calculated profile, based on measured Lochiel Park data and that assumed by ORER. Note the 
number within the brackets indicates the range of number of houses used to calculate the average value over the 15 
month period shown 

Now consider Figure 4.7, which shows the heat load requirement of houses with 

instantaneous systems. Despite the general trend which shows that the heat load 

requirement increases with the number of occupants, the load requirements of even the 

largest households generally falls well short of that used by ORER. Although the trend 

shows that the heat load requirement increases with the number of occupants, this is 

not found in the houses with four occupants. The small sample size confirms the 

inability to draw concrete conclusions linking the number of occupants to loads in this 

study.  

4.4.3 Average Hourly Hot Water Load Profiles  

In addition to calculating the Lochiel Park average daily hot water load profile, the 

average hourly load profile is also calculated to facilitate a comparison with the profile 

used in the ORER evaluation. Unlike the daily profile which is normalised to ei ther 22.5 

or 57MJ/day, depending on the type, size and hence definition of the system, the 

hourly profile is normalised to its total load throughout the 15 month monitoring period. 

The normalised hourly profile for both the storage and instantaneous systems is shown 

in Figure 4.8 and is summarised in Table 4.4 along with the values assumed by ORER.  
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Figure 4.8: Normalised hourly average hot water load profile for both the storage and instantaneous systems based, and 
the ORER profile. Note that i) each data set is normalised to its total usage, and ii) LP, STOR, and INST are acronyms for 
Lochiel Park, storage and instantaneous systems, respectively.  

The above figure shows that the ORER hourly profile differs from both the storage and 

instantaneous hourly profiles which extend beyond 7.00am to 7.00pm as assumed in 

the ORER profile. The above profiles indicate that the residents with storage systems 

have a higher hot water load during the morning, whilst those residents with 

instantaneous systems have higher hot water loads during the afternoon and early 

evening. The results are based on monitoring up to 11 storage systems and 16 

instantaneous systems. The number of systems steadily increased from 2 as more and 

more residents occupied their houses during the monitoring period. 

Table 4.4: Comparison of ORER, and calculated storage (STOR) and instantaneous (INST) hourly hot water load profiles. 

Hour ORER STOR INST 

00:00 0.00 0.0023 0.0025 

01:00 0.00 0.0006 0.0008 

02:00 0.00 0.0004 0.0004 

03:00 0.00 0.0006 0.0006 

04:00 0.00 0.0020 0.0097 

05:00 0.00 0.0169 0.0590 

06:00 0.00 0.2149 0.0774 

07:00 0.15 0.1593 0.0499 

08:00 0.15 0.0817 0.0531 

09:00 0.00 0.0667 0.0648 

10:00 0.00 0.0430 0.0525 

11:00 0.10 0.0241 0.0377 

12:00 0.00 0.0225 0.0370 
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13:00 0.10 0.0208 0.0310 

14:00 0.00 0.0177 0.0235 

15:00 0.125 0.0193 0.0281 

16:00 0.125 0.0341 0.0511 

17:00 0.125 0.0501 0.0949 

18:00 0.125 0.0796 0.1101 

19:00 0.00 0.0550 0.0812 

20:00 0.00 0.0383 0.0560 

21:00 0.00 0.0231 0.0421 

22:00 0.00 0.0174 0.0270 

23:00 0.00 0.0095 0.0095 

4.5 Effect of Hot Water Load Profile on STC – Typical Instantaneous 

System 

The impact of the hot water load profile on the calculated STC, for an instantaneous 

gas-boosted solar hot water heater, is summarised in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.9, using 

the same typical system used in chapter 2. The STCs shown are calculated using the 

ORER and Lochiel Park hot water load profiles. For example if the ORER daily and 

seasonal load profiles, ORER cold inlet water temperatures and feeding the water into 

a house at a set temperature of 45°C, energy savings are equal to 41.83 STCs.  On the 

other hand if the Lochiel Park daily and seasonal loads, cold inlet water temperature 

(equal to the actual ambient air temperatures measured by BOM locally) feeding the 

water into a house at a set temperature of 45°C, energy savings become equal to 

56.02 STCs. Please note that the STC values were not rounded down in order to 

highlight the comparison. Hence the table and figure clearly show that STC is 

increased (by 33.9%) simply by changing the hot water load profile.  

Table 4.5: Comparison of calculated STC, using ORER and Lochiel Park hot water load profiles, for instantaneous systems. 

Load 
Profile 

Tin (cold 
inlet) 

Tload (TMV 
outlet) 

STC 

ORER ORER 45 41.83 

ORER BOM 45 42.01 

LP ORER 45 56.01 

LP BOM 45 56.02 

 

Note that TRNSYS modelling assumes that water is drawn from the water heater within 

the first 6 minutes of the hour, and that this system is assumed large, as it can provide 

60% energy saving in zone 3 and can deliver load above 45°C for all zones, using the 

new methodology.  
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of calculated STC, using ORER and Lochiel Park hot water load profiles, for a typical 
instantaneous system. 

 

Note that the hot water load profile used here is the average of all instantaneous 

systems used at Lochiel Park, i.e. those seen in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.8 for the 

monthly (seasonal) and daily load profiles respectively. It should also be noted that for 

this calculation, the daily average hot water load profile (shown in Figure 4.5) was first 

normalised to a winter peak load 57MJ/day. An assumption was made that the system 

is a large sized instantaneous gas-boosted solar hot water system. It is believed that 

the size of the pre-heat tank (medium or large) would not influence the resident‘s hot 

water usage patterns and hence this would have an insignificant impact on the 

resident‘s hot water load profiles.  

4.6 Conclusion 

On comparing the daily load profiles with 27 systems being monitored at Lochiel Park, 

SA, the results have demonstrated that the small load profile assumption is realistic for 

the storage systems investigated. However, the assumption of large system with peak 

of 57MJ/day for instantaneous systems was unjustified as the measured load profile 

resembled that of a small system having a peak load of 22.5MJ/day for zone 3. Note 

that the load profile study is based on a limited number of systems and measured hot 

water usage data as used by residents. The behaviour/attitude of these residents may 

not be representative of those who live in other climate regions of Australia.   
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5 Comparison of Real Lochiel Park Solar Water Heater Energy Savings 

This section compares the 12 month real energy consumption and savings of 10 

monitored solar hot water systems installed within the Lochiel Park Green Village, SA, 

to those predicted by TRNSYS. It also compares the STC values, as claimed by 

manufacturers (obtained from the ORER Register of the Solar Water Heaters), to that 

calculated by the SEC team, using TRNSYS modelling using the ORER Legislative 

Instrument issued in March 2011. 

5.1 Data Required for TRNSYS Modelling 

The solar water heater details that significantly impact on the results of the TRNSYS 

model were collected for each household. These are listed in Appendix C of the 

Australian Standard, AS/NZS 4234:2008/Amdt 1:2011, and are summarised below: 

 System parameters, e.g. type of collector, coupling arrangement, booster type, 

etc.; 

 Collector parameters, e.g. size, capacity, orientation, AS/NZS 2535.1:2007 

performance coefficients etc.; 

 Tank parameters, e.g. construction, capacity, size, booster rating, rated heat 

loss, AS 1056 or AS/NZS 4692 etc.; 

 Tank-collector coupling parameters, e.g. circulation mechanism, pipe length/ 

size, insulation size/type, etc. 

In addition, details of how each solar hot water heater was used and the local 

(Adelaide) weather information collected over a period of 12 months. These parameters 

were imported into the TRNSYS environment such that real measured weather data 

and hot water profile / patterns could be modelled and compared to the real measured 

data. This allowed the real energy savings / STCs to be compared to those calculated 

by TRNSYS using both the standard ORER weather and hot water load profile, and the 

real measured hot water load profile / weather data. The following household specific 

parameters were measured for each solar hot water system: 

 Cold water inlet temperature (spot checks); 

 Hot water outlet temperature (spot checks, at the PTR valve and indoor taps, 

see Figure 3.6); 

 Gas consumption (1 minute intervals); 

 Hot water consumption (1 minute intervals),  
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Note that the minutely hot water consumption data is used to determine the daily hot 

water load profiles for each month and the hourly load profiles over the 12 month 

monitoring period. 

The Lochiel Park weather data was purchased from the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM), 

as they were able to provide the following hourly information, as required by TRNSYS:  

 Global and beam radiation,  

 Dry and wet bulb temperature,  

 Wind speed and direction, and 

 Cloud cover. 

The weather data was obtained from the Kent Town weather station, which is located 

approximately 6km from Lochiel Park, and that solar radiation data was obtained from 

Adelaide airport, which is located approximately 13km from Lochiel Park. 

5.1.1 Solar Water Heater System Details 

Table 5.1 below provides the details of the actual systems installed at Lochiel Park and 

used in TRNSYS to calculate real energy savings. The data in the table has been 

collected from the deck files supplied by the manufacturers to ORER. The  system 

details, such as brand and model number, have been withheld to protect the identity of 

the manufacturers. One storage and one instantaneous gas systems are included.  

Table 5.1: Technical details of solar water heating systems considered under this study. 

System A (storage) B (inst) Units 

Tank inner diameter 540 506.9 mm 

Tank volume (physical not delivery) 260 259 L 

Tank wall thickness 3 3 mm 

Tank wall material  

Volume of water above collector flow 
input to tank 

129 70 L 

Tank standing heat loss (AS1056 
conditions with element in the bottom of 
the tank) 

- 2.113 

kWhr/day 

(for 
ΔT=55K) 

Tank maintenance gas rate (AS 4552 
conditions with gas booster in the 
bottom of the tank)  

1 - MJ/h 

Temperature difference during 
maintenance rate testing  

45 - K 

Booster capacity (maximum gas input) 26 199 MJ/hr 

Booster efficiency AS4552  80.3 77.5 % 
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Standby electrical power consumption 0 7 W 

Operation electrical power consumption 0 40 W 

Start up heat capacity for 45K 
temperature rise (90% rise point as per 
AS4552) 

- 0.388 MJ 

Volume of water above thermostat 257 150 m 

Thermostat set temperature 60 65 °C 

Thermostat dead band 8 14 K 

Inner diameter (ID) - 12 mm 

Pipe length (minimum 5m) - 5 m 

Pipe insulation material - 

Pipe insulation thickness - 15 mm 

Type of collector 

 = 71.03 73.2 % 

 = 451.85 309.6 W/(m
2
K) 

 = 4.7304 2.458 W/(m
2
K

2
) 

Collector area used by test laboratory to 
define efficiency 

1.86 1.82 m
2
 

Number of collectors  2 2  

Collector mounting 

Pump controller differential temperature 
settings (ON/OFF) 

8/4 10/2 K 

Maximum temperature in the tank 70 85 °C 

Flow rate under solar condition 107.4 86.8 L/hr 

Pump power under solar condition 21 22 W 

Direct connection to tank or via heat 
exchanger 

Collector supply (inlet) pipe diameter 12 12 mm 

Inlet pipe length  (default of 10m for 
domestic system) 

10 10 m 

Inlet pipe insulation material 

Inlet pipe insulation thickness 15 15 mm 

Collector outlet pipe diameter 12 12 mm 

Outlet pipe length  (default of 10m for 
domestic system) 

10 10 m 

Outlet pipe insulation material 

Outlet pipe insulation thickness 15 15 mm 

o

1a

2a
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5.1.2 TRNSYS Weather Data 

Table 5.2 below provides a sample of the details of the weather data used which is 

based on the data collected during the period of the study. The weather data for 

Adelaide has been purchased from the BOM. Due to unavailability of the radiation data 

for Adelaide for months August to December 2010, the corresponding data for 2009 

and was used. 

Table 5.2: Sample of real weather data for Adelaide, to be used in TRNSYS modelling. 

Month Day Hour Global Beam 
Air 

temp 
(°C) 

Wind 
speed 
(m/s) 

Wet bulb 
temp. 

(°C) 

Wind 
direction 

(°) 

Cloud 
amount 

(0-8) 

1 1 1 0 0 19.8 1.0 16.2 170 0 

1 1 2 0 0 19.1 2.6 15.6 180 1 

1 1 3 0 0 18.5 3.1 15.6 110 1 

1 1 4 0 0 18.3 2.6 15.3 140 1 

1 1 5 0 0 17.9 0.5 15.3 130 1 

1 1 6 20 80 17.7 1.5 15.1 110 1 

1 1 7 60 120 18.2 0.5 15.3 140 1 

1 1 8 90 120 20.3 1.5 16.1 280 1 

1 1 9 90 10 21.3 2.1 16.3 130 1 

1 1 10 100 0 23.6 2.1 17.3 170 1 

 

The above weather data was converted into the required typical meteorological year 

(TMY) format as required by TRNSYS. Examples of the TMY format are shown in  Table 

5.3 and Table 5.4 below; the former shows the same Adelaide weather data (from 

Table 5.2), whilst the latter shows the typical Adelaide weather data used in the ORER 

simulation.  

Table 5.3: Sample of real weather data for Adelaide in 2010, converted to the TMY format, as required by TRNSYS. 

Month Day Hour 
Global 

(x100MJ 
/h/m

2
) 

Beam 
(x100MJ 
/h/m

2
) 

Air temp. 
(°C *10) 

Wind speed 
(m/s  *10) 

Wet bulb 
temp.  

(°C *10) 

Wind dir. 
(Compass 

point) 

Cloud 
amount 

(0-8) 

1 1 1 0 0 198 10 162 8 0 

1 1 2 0 0 191 26 156 8 1 

1 1 3 0 0 185 31 156 5 1 

1 1 4 0 0 183 26 153 6 1 

1 1 5 0 0 179 5 153 6 1 

1 1 6 20 80 177 15 151 5 1 

1 1 7 60 120 182 5 153 6 1 

1 1 8 90 120 203 15 161 2 1 

1 1 9 90 10 213 21 163 6 1 

1 1 10 100 0 236 21 173 8 1 
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Table 5.4: Sample of TMY weather data for Adelaide, as provided by ORER. 

Month Day Hour 
Global 

(x100MJ 
/h/m

2
) 

Beam 
(x100MJ 
/h/m

2
) 

Air temp. 
(°C *10) 

Wind speed 
(m/s  *10) 

Wet bulb 
temp.  

(°C *10) 

Wind dir. 
(Compass 

point) 

Cloud 
amount 

(0-8) 

1 1 1 0 0 174 0 149 0 1 

1 1 2 0 0 175 0 150 0 1 

1 1 3 0 0 144 0 130 0 1 

1 1 4 0 0 141 0 128 0 1 

1 1 5 0 0 156 0 137 0 1 

1 1 6 16 13 167 6 144 3 1 

1 1 7 75 106 193 19 158 6 1 

1 1 8 156 208 219 31 170 10 1 

1 1 9 241 295 240 40 179 10 2 

1 1 10 321 350 255 46 182 10 3 

 

Figure 5.1 below represents the models of (a) the instantaneous and (b) the storage 

type solar water heaters used in the TRNSYS modelling to calculate solar contribution 

and (gas) energy consumption of the systems installed at Lochiel Park.  

          

 (a) Instantaneous system (b) Storage system 

Figure 5.1: Assumed layout of solar water heater used in TRNSYS modelling by the SEC team.  

5.2 Monitored Gas Energy Consumption – Calculation Methodology 

In order to calculate the STC of the 10 monitored systems installed and monitored at 

Lochiel Park, the gas consumption of each system was first required. Four of these 10 

houses are supposed to have separate gas meters installed at the solar water heaters, 

to easily and quickly determine the gas consumption of the hot water units alone. 

However, these were never installed. As such, the hot water heater gas consumption 
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was calculated from minutely hot water usage and total gas usage data. This proved to 

be a difficult task as all but one house had several (three or more) gas appliances, e.g. 

mains-connected barbeques / space heaters etc, one of which was often used at the 

same time as the solar / gas water heater.  

The gas consumption of the instantaneous water heater systems were simpler to 

calculate than their storage system counterparts, as this could be done using the 

minutely hot water and gas usage data, whilst the storage systems had specific 

boosting (time) windows, and gas usage could not be determined from hot water usage 

patterns. The methodology for each system is described below in sections 5.2.1 and 

5.2.2. Note that the resolution of the hot water sensor is 1L, whilst that of the gas meter 

is 10L. 

Six of the 10 monitored systems were the storage type, whilst the remaining four 

systems were the instantaneous gas boosted type. All six storage systems (system A) 

were identical, whilst the four instantaneous units (system B) were identical.  

5.2.1 Instantaneous System – Gas Consumption Methodology 

The solar / gas water heater gas consumption is calculated from the minutely gas and 

hot water usage data, by comparing the total gas usage for each minute that hot water 

is used. The gas consumption during this (minute) period is divided by the volume of 

hot water used in the same time frame to determine a ratio of gas to hot water 

consumed (L/L). Note that analysis of total gas usage and hot water data indicates that 

whilst boosting the gas booster typically uses 10-20L of gas per minute. This is 

reflected in the minute data, however, due to the limited resolution of the gas sensor 

(10L) there are some instances where hot water is used, however, a gas usage of 0L is 

registered. This is accounted for by taking the average gas to hot water ratio for each 

minute that hot water is used, for each month.  

Figure 5.2 below shows the average gas usage per unit hot water usage (L/L) for each 

month for each of the houses fitted with instantaneous gas boosted solar hot water 

systems. It is clearly seen that more gas per litre of hot water is consumed during the 

winter months than the summer months. This is due to a smaller solar contribution,  and 

higher consumption of hot water (see Figure 4.2), during this period. The figure also 

shows that houses which consume higher quantities of hot water also have higher 

average gas usage per hot water usage readings, i.e. house B-TE uses more hot water 

than house B-FS. This is clearly seen in Figure 5.3, which shows the actual gas 

consumed by the instantaneous water heaters per household, using the method 

described above. Note that house B-SZ appears to use less gas for hot water heating 
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than house B-TE during the winter months; however, it attracts higher average gas per 

hot water usage figures. This is most likely accounted for by the almost continuous 

usage of a gas space heater in the living room, i.e. some of the hot water gas 

consumption data may include gas usage consumed by the space heater. This 

uncertainty can be eliminated in the future by installing and monitoring a second gas 

meter solely for the hot water system.   

 

Figure 5.2: Average gas usage (L) per hot water usage (L), per month, for the instantaneous systems.  

 

Figure 5.3: Gas consumed by instantaneous hot water systems.  
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Figure 5.4 below shows the percentage of total gas usage that is consumed by the 

solar water heater. It is seen that all houses (except one) follow a similar pattern that 

fluctuates between 40% and 80%, for the summer and winter months, respectively. The 

lower gas pattern usage during the summer months is expected to be due to the higher 

solar gains, and lower hot water loads. The only house that does not conform to this 

pattern during winter is house B-SZ, which as discussed above uses a gas space 

heater almost continuously throughout the winter months. Despite this, the amount of 

gas used for hot water heating of house B-SZ is similar to the remaining houses during 

the summer months, instilling confidence in the method used to determine the actual 

volume of gas consumed by the hot water heater.  

 

Figure 5.4: Percentage of gas used within each house by the instantaneous systems.  

5.2.2 Storage System – Gas Consumption Methodology 

In contrast to the instantaneous gas hot water systems, the storage type hot water 

systems are more difficult to determine the volume of gas consumed by the hot water 

heater. This is mainly due to the use of boosting windows that heat the tank water to 

values ranging from 50 to 68°C, if there is insufficient solar gain. Note that manual 

overrides were used in each house and that boosting windows (time and duration) are 

customisable. A summary of the different boosting window settings are listed below, 

whilst a summary of boosting times are seen in Table 3.4.  

 Most residents used more than one window per day; 

 All residents used the manual override function, outside of their normal boosting 

windows; 
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 Two houses did not have specified boosting windows, essentially treating the 

solar water heater as a gas storage system;   

 One household set up to 6 boosting windows per day; 

 One household adjusted the system clock for day light savings; 

 One household set different boosting windows for weekdays and weekends. 

Note that for the purpose of TRNSYS modelling, the boosting windows of lot A-FF were 

averaged to take into account the time shifts on weekends. 

Table 5.5 below summarises the range of boosting window settings found, along with a 

summary of any other main connected gas appliances. It was commonly found that the 

many of the other listed gas appliances, such as barbeques (BBQ) were used during 

the specified boosting windows, which complicated the data analysis, as these items 

consumed gas at the same observed rate of that of the hot water heater (approximately 

600L/hr).  

Table 5.5: Summary of storage system boosting window settings and other gas appliances used in the house.  

House 
Boosting 
windows   
(per day) 

System Clock 
Adjusted for Day 

light savings? 

Boosting periods 
different for 
weekends? 

Manual 
Overrides 

used 

Mains 
BBQ 

Gas 
Stove / 
Oven 

A-OZ 1 No No Yes No Yes 

A-OF 0 No No Yes No Yes 

A-OE 0 No No Yes Yes Yes 

A-TS 2 No No Yes Yes Yes 

A-FF 3+3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

A-FF2 1 No No Yes No No 

 

In addition, it was found that this particular solar water heater also consumed gas at 

regular intervals, i.e. approximately 10L per hour. This was seen for each system, 

which contributed to gas consumption by the hot water system of between 220L and 

240L per day. This was clearly seen in summer months, where the solar gain was 

sufficient to avoid automatic heating during the boosting windows. Note that the cause 

of this regular consumption is not known by the SEC team.  

With this in mind, a calculation methodology was developed that sampled minute by 

minute total gas usage data and compared this to gas consumption values both one 

and two minutes before and after its current value. This method proved to be very 

reliable as the storage systems tended to use gas at a rate of approximately 10L per 

minute, and in continuous blocks. This method is also able to filter out gas usage 

consumed by stove tops and some small sized barbeques, which were found to use 

gas a rate of less than 10L per minute. The complications arose when other gas 
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appliances and hot water were used in the specified boosting window, as the hot water 

system was found to boost often after merely few litres of hot water was used. In 

instances where it was perceived that other gas appliances in addition to the hot water 

system, a maximum of 10L per minute was allocated to the hot water system, whilst the 

remainder was assumed to be that consumed by another appliance. Furthermore, this 

method also adds an approximate gas usage of 230L per day (~10L/hr) as seen in the 

summer months. Figure 5.5 below shows the calculated gas consumption of each of 

the six houses, per month.  

 

Figure 5.5: Total gas usage for each household storage solar water heater.  

Note that house A-XX represents the directly monitored gas consumption for hot water 

as it is the only Lochiel Park house to have a second gas meter installed, which 

monitors only the hot water system consumption. Despite this, this house is excluded 

from other analyses as its hot water usage pattern / load profile could not be 

determined, due to water metering issues. Despite this, this house data can be used to 

compare the gas consumption of the hot water heater to the overall (total) gas 

consumption of the house. Houses A-OF, A-OE and A-FF consistently show larger 

consumptions of gas than the remaining houses. This occurs as houses A-OF and A-

FF has four residents in these houses, compared to two residents in each other house. 

It should also be mentioned that house A-OF and A-OE are the two houses that do not 

have boosting windows specified, i.e. each of these systems essentially operate as gas 

storage systems.  
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Figure 5.6 shows the proportion of gas used to heat water for each house on a monthly 

basis. Note that house A-FF2 is not included in the chart below, as 100% of the total 

gas usage corresponds to that consumed by the water heater, i.e. the gas storage 

system is the house‘s only gas appliance. As such the algorithm developed to calculate 

the hot water heater gas usage was benchmarked against this house‘s total gas data. 

The algorithm calculated hot water heater consumption with a 0.5% error, which gives 

confidence in the algorithm.  

 

Figure 5.6: Percentage of total gas consumed by the storage systems water heaters.   

 

The above figure indicates that each house displays a similar percentage of gas usage 

for heating hot water. As with the instantaneous systems, the proportion of gas used 

for water heating increases in the winter months, whilst it decreases during the summer 

months. In contrast, the storage systems appear to use a larger proportion of gas 

overall than their instantaneous counterparts, ranging from approximately 70 - 90% 

(storage), compared to 40 - 80% (instantaneous). This indicates that more gas is 

consumed by the storage systems compared to the instantaneous types for the same 

amount of hot water consumed.  

It should also be noted that the above proportion of gas used to heat water for house 

A-XX, should be used as a guide only, as the hot water load profile of this could not be 

determined. In addition, the nature and usage of other gas connected appliances used 

in this house is different to that of the other houses shown.  
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5.3 Comparison of TRNSYS Simulated and Measured Data 

A comparison of the TRNSYS modelled gas consumption and hence STC, of both the 

storage and instantaneous solar water heaters, and those values calculated from the 

measured Lochiel Park gas data is made in this section. Note that the TRNSYS 

simulations use individual deck files, examples of which are seen in shown Appendix E, 

and individual seasonal and hourly load profiles, which can be found in Appendix F.  

5.3.1 Hot Water Load Calculation Gas Consumption Comparison 

Figure 5.7 below compares the hot water load as predicted by the SEC team through 

monitored gas consumption and that predicted by TRNSYS, based on the measured 

hourly and monthly hot water load profiles shown in section 4.4.  

 

Figure 5.7: Comparison of hot water load, for both the instantaneous (B) and storage (A) systems, as predicted by the 
SEC team from measured gas data (LP Gas Data) and by TRNSYS, using installed parameters (TRNSYS – LP IP).   

5.3.2 Gas Consumption Comparison 

Figure 5.8 below compares the monitored gas consumption of both the instantaneous 

(B) and storage (A) type solar water heaters, determined by the SEC team (sections 

5.2.1and 5.2.2) and those predicted by TRNSYS using the monitored water 

consumption data. The results are generally in agreement. Consider the instantaneous 

systems. The figure indicates that TRNSYS predicts higher gas consumption than 

those determined from real gas meter measurements for each house with the exception 

of house B-SZ. This is likely due to slightly overestimating hot water gas consumption 

for this house due to the nearly constant operation of the living room gas space heater 

during the winter months.  
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of gas consumption, for both the instantaneous (B) and storage (A) systems, as predicted by the 
SEC team and by TRNSYS.   

In contrast, the gas consumed by the storage water heaters, as determined by the SEC 

team, is significantly larger than those predicted by TRNSYS. Since house A-FF2 is the 

only house that guarantees all measured gas usage data corresponds to that used by 

the storage system, it is safe to assume that TRNSYS under predicts the gas 

consumption of these systems. It is likely that TRNSYS does not predict the observed 

regular gas usage of approximately 230L per day, which is seen each day throughout 

the year. Note that the gas determined to be used by the storage systems of houses A-

OF, A-OE and A-FF are significantly larger than the data predicted by TRNSYS. As 

previously stated, two of these houses appear to have endless boosting windows, 

essentially operating as a conventional gas storage system. In addition, two of these 

three houses are occupied by four residents compared to two residents in the 

remaining houses. Note that the large discrepancies between the storage systems and 

the smaller discrepancies between the instantaneous system data indicate that the 

TRNSYS calculated and SEC calculated STC values will be somewhat different.  

5.4 Real STC Calculation Methodology and Comparison 

5.4.1 STC Calculation Methodology 

The system STCs are calculated from modelled TRNSYS and measured (Lochiel Park) 

gas consumption data, as given by the equation below, which is the methodology used 

by ORER. This can be found in Appendix G of AS/NZS 4234:2008/Amdt 1:2011, where 

Br, Bg, Be, and ηref represent the annual electrical energy reference for water heaters, 
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annual gas used by the solar gas booster, annual electrical energy used by auxiliary 

equipment and the reference gas water heater efficiency (78.8%), respectively.  

                          
    

   
      

Note that the reference electrical energy reference (Br) varies with system 

classifications, i.e. this is 21,000 MJ for a large system, whilst it is equal to 9,270 MJ 

for a small system (AS/NZS 4234:2008/Amdt 1:2011). In addition, for the purpose of 

this comparison, the annual electrical auxiliary energy (Be), predicted by TRNSYS is 

also used in the real calculation, as this parameter was not separately monitored within 

the Lochiel Park houses.  

5.4.2 Instantaneous System STC Comparison 

Figure 5.9 and Table 5.6 summarise the STC as claimed by the manufacturer, those 

modelled by TRNSYS using the new methodology and both the ORER standard 

parameters and default load profiles, and that calculated from Lochiel Park installation 

parameters and measured gas data, as discussed in section 5.4.1. Note that more 

information regarding TRNSYS simulations of STCs is further discussed in section 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.9: Comparison of the instantaneous system’s STCs, as predicted by the SEC team and by TRNSYS.  Note that: MC 
= manufacturer claim, NM ODP = new methodology (using ORER default profiles), LP IP = Lochiel Park installation 
parameters and LP Gas Data = from measured gas consumption. 
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Table 5.6: STC comparison using various methodologies for instantaneous solar water heaters installed in Lochiel Park. 
Note that: MC = manufacturer claim, NM ODP = new methodology (using ORER standard default profile), LP IP = Lochiel 
Park installation parameters and LP Gas Data = from measured gas consumption. 

House MC 
TRNSYS - 
NM ODP 

TRNSYS 
- LP IP 

LP Gas 
Data 

B-TE 40 41.8 41.6 40.6 

B-FS 40 41.8 47.7 54.6 

B-FE 40 41.8 48.4 50.5 

B-SZ 40 41.8 48.7 48.6 

 

The above figure and table shows that new methodology slightly reduces the STC 

compared to those claimed by the manufacturers. It also shows that the STC can be 

increased by adjusting the installation parameters, with the exception of house B-TE, 

which has installation parameters similar to the standard parameters used by ORER. 

The figure also shows that the STC based on measured gas consumption exceeds 

those predicted by ORER, which is due to TRNSYS over estimating the gas 

consumption for these instantaneous systems.  

5.4.3 Storage System STC Comparison 

Table 5.7 below summarises the STC as claimed by the manufacturer, those modelled 

by TRNSYS using the new methodology and both the ORER default settings 

(parameters and load profiles) and the Lochiel Park installation parameters and load 

profiles, and those calculated by the SEC team using measured gas data. This 

information is also summarised in Figure 5.10. Note that the STC predicted by 

TRNSYS are low (9.3) due to the storage system classification of small, and that the 

large discrepancies between the TRNSYS predicted and the actual (measured) gas 

consumption will significantly affect the STCs awarded by each method. Note that more 

information regarding TRNSYS simulations of STCs is further discussed in section 5.5. 

Table 5.7: STC comparison using various methodologies for storage solar water heaters installed in Lochiel Park. Note 
that: MC = manufacturer claim, NM ODP = new methodology (using ORER default load profile and installation 
parameters), LP IP = Lochiel Park installation parameters and LP Gas Data = from measured gas consumption.  

House MC 
TRNSYS - 
NM OS 

TRNSYS - 
LP IP 

LP 
Data 

A-OZ 26 9.3 18.3 11.1 

A-OF 26 9.3 0.4 -6.5 

A-OE 26 9.3 -4.0 -12.1 

A-TS 26 9.3 13.9 13.9 

A-FF 26 9.3 -7.1 -3.3 

A-FF2 26 9.3 19.7 13.4 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the storage system’s STCs, as predicted by the SEC team and by TRNSYS.  Note that: MC = 
manufacturer claim, NM ODP = new methodology (using ORER standard installation / load profile), LP IP = Lochiel Park 
installation parameters and LP Gas Data = from measured gas consumption. 

The above figure clearly indicates that this type of storage system has a small STC 

using the new methodology. Simulating these systems with the actual Lochiel Park 

installed parameters slightly increases the STCs for three of the six systems, whilst the 

STC of the other three systems are slightly reduced. The three systems that have 

reduced TRNSYS predicted STCs are again the houses that have either four residents, 

i.e. houses A-OF and A-FF, and or endless boosting windows, i.e. houses A-OF and A-

OE.  

The last 2 bars in the comparison are based on the Lochiel Park monitored parameters 

and load profiles. The variation in the results for different houses shows the impact of 

actual use and sometimes misuse of the systems on actual savings. 

It is also worth noting how the ORER STC values have considerably dropped using the 

latest Legislative Instrument. The major difference using the two versions of the 

calculation methodology is that the systems used a medium reference water heater in 

the previous version while it is compared with a small reference heater using the 

updated version. 

5.5 Summary of TRNSYS Simulated STC  

Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 below compare the STCs as claimed by the manufacturers, i.e. 

found in the ORER register at the time this study has been conducted, to those 

calculated by the SEC team, using the standard ORER provided TMY weather file and 
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hot water load profile / inlet water temperatures. For the old method, the ORER TMY 

weather file for zone 1 & 3 is Adelaide weather data while for the new method, the 

ORER TMY weather file zone1 is Rockhampton and zone 3 is Sydney weather data, 

Adelaide climate is covered by zone 3. The table shows the TRNSYS predicted STCs 

for both the old and new methodologies for each of the two system types installed at 

Lochiel Park. It should be noted that system B is now classified as a large system, 

however it was classified as a medium-sized system under the old methodology. In 

contrast, system A was previously classified as a medium-sized system, i.e. under the 

old methodology, however, it is now classified as a small system as it is unable to 

provide the minimum annual energy saving of 60% in zone 3 for either medium or large 

loads. The tables below also show the results of the TRNSYS modelling for the 

installed systems for each of the 2 system types installed at Lochiel Park based on 

their measured/ monitored parameters. 

Table 5.8: Comparison of STCs as found in the ORER Register at a start of the project with values calculated by the SEC 
team using the new methodology for storage systems and TRNSYS. 

Manufacturer's Claim = 26 STCs, calculated STCs = 9.3 

Lot A-OZ A-OF A-OE A-TS A-FF A-FF2 

  
STCs 

Saving 
(%) 

STCs 
Saving 

(%) 
STCs 

Saving 
(%) 

STCs 
Saving 

(%) 
STCs 

Saving 
(%) 

STCs 
Saving 

(%) 

  18.4 79.7 0.8 30.6 -6.4 10.6 13.8 66.8 -10.2 0.0 20.6 85.9 

 

Table 5.9: Comparison of STCs as found in the ORER Register at a start of the project with values calculated by the SEC 
team using the new methodology and TRNSYS for instantaneous systems. 

Manufacturer's Claim = 40 STCs, calculated STC’s = 41.8  

Lot B-TE B-FS B-FE B-SZ 

  
STCs 

Saving 
(%) 

STCs 
Saving 

(%) 
STCs 

Saving 
(%) 

STCs 
Saving 

(%) 

  41.6 74.9 47.7 84 48.4 85 48.7 85.6 
 

The above STC comparison shows that the new methodology slightly increases the 

STC associated with systems B (instantaneous) if considered large in size, whilst it 

shows a significant reduction in STC for system A (storage) as it is now compared with 

a small reference load.  The cells shaded in blue in Table 5.8 show the unacceptably 

low performance in three houses. In houses A-OF and A-OE the residents complained 

about low water temperatures. This was later traced to be due to the tempering valve 

setting. However, they attempted to combat the issue by increasing the booster 

thermostat setting to 68°C and adjusting the boosting window such that it was always 

on, effectively transforming their systems to gas storage water heaters with 
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insignificant savings. House A-FF also experienced low performance (savings of 0%) 

due to two lengthy boosting windows in which time the residents used hot water.  

Keeping in mind that the average monitored total load in all systems monitored at 

Lochiel Park were similar irrespective of the type (storage or instantaneous), the role 

played by the choice of the reference load in determining the values of STCs is 

demonstrated in Table 5.10. As the reference load used for evaluating STCs increases, 

the apparent electrical energy displaced is artificially inflated. The Table shows the 

calculated STC values for the 4 monitored houses having instantaneous systems. For a 

large reference load, the STC‘s ranged between 41.6 and 48.7 which compares 

favourably with the estimated value using the latest version of Legislative Instrument 

(41.8). However, recalculating the STC values for a small reference load brings the 

STCs down to 13.3-19.6 which represents a considerable drop. 

Table 5.10: Comparison of STCs as found in the ORER Register at a start of the project with values calculated by the SEC 
team using the new methodology for instantaneous systems. The electrical reference hot water load is also shown. 

Manufacturer's Claim = 40 STCs, calculated STC’s = 41.8   

Lot B-TE B-FS B-FE B-SZ 

Reference 
load size 

STCs 
Saving 

% 
STCs 

Saving 
% 

STCs 
Saving 

% 
STCs 

Saving 
% 

Reference Load 
(MJ pa) 

small 13.3 66.1 19.1 82.2 19.2 82.7 18.9 81.8 21,100 

medium 27.8 71.3 33.7 83.2 34.1 84.0 34.2 84.0 15,260 

large 41.6 74.9 47.7 84.0 48.4 85.0 48.7 85.6 9,270 

 

A comparison of the individual STC for each of the 10 installed systems is provided in 

section 5.3, where the individual hot water load profile and measured weather data (for 

a period of 12 months) is fed directly into the TRNSYS environment.  

5.6 Conclusions 

This section has shown that the comparison of old vs. new calculation methodologies 

as well as the introduction of actual installed parameters to the TRNSYS environment, 

all affect the STC calculations associated with solar water heaters. It was also shown 

that TRNSYS tends to over predict gas usage for instantaneous systems, whilst it 

underestimates the gas usage for this particular storage system. 

The most significant conclusions, however, are that the actual (or calculated) measured 

gas consumption can significantly affect the STCs of both instantaneous and storage 

hot water systems. The largest impact was seen with the storage systems based on 

two factors, i.e.: 
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 Large discrepancies between predicted (TRNSYS) and measured gas 

consumption, and hence energy displaced, and 

 The reference hot water load assumed by system size / classification. Although 

smaller in volume, the instantaneous systems are classified as large systems, 

whilst the storage systems are classified as small systems.  
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6 Framework development 

The Sustainable Energy Centre, as a part of this project, has prepared some 

recommendations with respect to developing a framework for a potential auditing 

program of the energy displacement of solar water heaters due to real world installation 

parameters. The SEC team has considered results from the open Request for 

Information (RFI), the comments made by the stakeholders as well as the results of a 

study conducted by the Queensland University of Technology in the Eco-village in sub-

tropical Queensland. 

Based on the responses received from the RFI and our observations at Lochiel Park, 

findings from the Eco-village in sub-tropical Queensland study and the paper presented 

by Berrill, T.D and Miller, W. at the Solar2010 conference and the data collected by the 

Department of Local Government and Planning in Queensland, there is no clear 

evidence that the quality of the solar and heat pump water heaters installations is 

monitored and that the installations are carried out by appropriately qualified installers.  

End users of solar water heaters have an expectation that the solar water heaters 

would be close to energy self sufficiency and therefore not rely to a large extent on 

additional boosting hence burning fossil fuels, and also that the operational costs of 

these appliances would be quite low. The results from the study conducted by the 

Queensland University of Technology showed that the solar water heaters 

underperformed as the estimated average solar contribution was 43% instead of the 

expected 86 to 95%, (Miller, 2010). Furthermore, in most cases the end users of the 

solar water heaters were unaware how to optimise their solar water heaters, or how to 

identify problems and what actions to take to rectify these. Incidental social interactions 

and gas bills were identified as a catalyst for action.  

A similar pattern has been observed at Lochiel Park. Please also note that the 

residents from both Queensland and Lochiel Park developments are sustainability 

conscious but most of them did not have prior experience with solar water heaters and 

knew very little about their real energy and hot water consumption levels and in some 

cases were not provided with the system technical specifications and user manuals. 

EcoVision systems installed in their homes in order to visually monitor total water, 

electricity and gas usage and inform them that there was a potential fault with the water 

heater through deviation from an established energy and water usage patterns were 

not sufficient to alarm the resident to trigger further investigations. Also, once a 

problem was identified, residents did not know what actions to take and who to contact 

to rectify any issues. The findings from the two above mentioned housing 
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developments showed that in those instances any rectification of incorrect installations 

was a lengthy and difficult process to a point where the Building Services Authorities 

and Plumbing Industry Council had to intervene. It is important that the roles and 

responsibilities of all involved in the supply chain of these appliances are clearly 

identified and adhered to. Relying on the end user to simply read the user manuals was 

insufficient and despite the additional information provided by the EcoVison screens, 

residents had some difficulty in getting faults diagnosed and rectified.  

The SEC team has come across the following issues affecting the performance of solar 

water heaters: 

 Installers did not know how to maximise performance of solar water heaters;  

 Solar water heaters were incorrectly plumbed; 

 Installers did not have enough knowledge on how the whole and individual 

components of the solar hot water systems work; 

 Inadequate lagging of pipes; 

 Inadequate insulation material and thickness used; 

 Installed systems did not have appropriate labels in accordance with Austral ian 

Standards; 

 Noncompliant fittings were used; 

 Installers did not use a checklist and commission the system to ensure that all 

components were working as designed; 

 Tempering valves were installed but their settings varied from 42°C to 52°C.  

 Boosting windows were not set in accordance with the manufacturer‘s 

recommendations by installers and were in some cases fairly frequently altered 

by the residents; 

 Solar water heater boosting settings were altered by residents in cases when 

their hot water demand was not met; 

 Residents were not trained how to use their water heaters; 

 Residents were not trained how to troubleshoot and were not informed of who to 

contact if there was a problem with their hot water service; 

 Residents did not have user manuals and solar water heater specifications; 

 There were no follow up sessions or surveys / questionnaires after the solar 

water heater was installed; 

 Some products do not give visual indication of faults, e.g., with circulating 

pumps / controllers, hence the resident was not aware that the system was 

malfunctioning. 
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One of the consequences of lack of useful instruction manuals was the households 

readjusting some of the systems settings which resulted in considerable auxiliary 

energy wastage. An example is some residents who wanted to raise the water 

temperature without being aware of the temperature tempering valve, raised the 

system thermostat setting and the boosting duration period settings.  

These findings closely match the findings from the solar water heaters in the south-east 

Queensland development. Also some of the most common installation problems as 

identified by the Department of Local Government and Planning in Queensland were:  

 Temperature pressure relief valve—cold water expansion valve and condensate 

drain lines not discharging to an approved point; 

 Incorrect type, lack of or inadequate lagging used on: 

o the circulating line 

o flow and return lines for a split system 

o outlet pipe from storage system 

o valves 

 Interconnecting the drain and condensate lines together in a heat pump 

installations; 

 Incorrect valves, such as tempering, pressure relief and cold water expansion 

valves, not being installed; 

 Incorrect positioning of isolating valves — not accessible from floor/ground level 

 Plumbers not commissioning the hot water system after the installation; 

 Temperature over 50 degrees — temperature should not exceed 50 degrees at 

the outlet of all sanitary fixtures within domestic buildings; 

 Plastic pipe work incorrectly being used — between solar panels and hot water 

unit on split systems; 

 Incorrect orientation of solar panels; 

 Inadequate clipping of flow and return pipes. 

 

Another finding worth mentioning, as identified by some manufacturers, is that the solar 

water heaters are not always sized correctly to provide the adequate amount of hot 

water to a user and also to provide minimum boost volumes during periods of low or no 

solar gain particularly during winter conditions.  

Based on the above findings the SEC recommends a national in-situ auditing program 

of solar and water heater installations with a particular emphasis on the installation 

parameters, energy and water usage patterns and the defining the responsibilities of 
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the supply chain of water heaters is needed. Without this, it is possible that many solar 

water heaters would significantly underperform in the field affecting the energy offsets, 

consumer confidence in the products and the industry performance in general. A 

minimum of 3-6 months after the installation of the system should be allowed before 

the in-situ audit is carried out in order to have some evidence on the real energy 

consumptions via gas and electricity bills prior and post installation of the solar water 

heater and also to give enough time to the user to become familiar with the solar water 

heating system.  

The SEC team would recommend the in-situ audits to be carried out on all or sample 

installations by a person holding a full appropriately accredited plumbing, gas and 

electrical licence as a minimum, plus they need to be trained to specifically look for 

common installation issues/shortcomings. Another recommendation would be to carry 

the audit out during the colder months of the year when the solar contribution is much 

lower to ensure that the solar water heating systems have been installed correctly to  

provide the maximum energy savings possible. The results from the audit should be fed 

to the ORER, installer, manufacturer and user of the solar water heater.  

The SEC team would also recommend that the installation of the solar and heat pump 

water heaters should follow the similar process to the installations requirements of the 

PV systems currently overseen by an organization such as for example the Clean 

Energy Council. Similarly installation training packages, manuals and guidelines need 

to be developed and enforced with the manufactures and installers. An updated version 

of the Hot Water Service and Solar Hot Water sections included in Your Home 

Technical Manual is recommended.  

The responses from the industry obtained through the RFI showing that there  is no 

single regulatory authority with jurisdiction over all facets of solar and heat pump water 

heaters. Hence, a body, such as the Clean Energy Council, the Australian Solar Energy 

Society or Plumbing Industry Commission linked closely with TAFE, Green Plumbers 

and Master Plumbers Association and the state/federal regulatory bodies, overseeing 

all aspects of the solar water heating industry/installation reinforce this finding.  

Based on our observations at Lochiel Park, the following should be noted and added to 

installation training courses and manuals/instructions: 

 External, outdoor hot water pipe insulation between tanks and collectors should 

be checked for appropriateness of material and dimensions (ID & OD);  

 Roof penetrations should be checked for water tightness and proper installation 

practices. In many instances roof penetrations (e.g. aluminium lined rubber 
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boots) had been installed without a pathway for all water to drain down the roof, 

hence they had water sitting above them for extended periods – not best 

practice and likely to accelerate degradation of the boot, associated adhesive or 

the roof itself, leading to otherwise avoidable roof leakage; 

 Connections between solar collector(s) and hot water storage tank should be 

checked; 

 Collectors should be checked for appropriate orientation and inclination; 

 Collectors should be checked for appropriate labelling, in accordance with 

Australian Standards; 

 Circulation pumps, if part of the solar water heater, should be checked for 

appropriate flow rates (a pump can cease if energised without the system being 

properly commissioned i.e. the collector circulation loop must be filled with water 

or other specified working fluid before the pump is energized) 

 All fittings should be checked for compliance with Watermark standards, 

especially Auto-Vents installed at collector outlets and venturi-type flow meters 

installed in pumped collector circulation loops; 

 If collector are installed in an array they need to be check to ensure that there 

are no steam pockets; 

 It should be ensured that gas pipe work is not plumbed to the tank‘s cold water 

inlet, and that water pipe work is not plumbed to gas inlets; 

 All external pipe insulation and electrical wiring (e.g. collector temperature 

sensors) should be installed in conduits to avoid attack from birds – significant 

damage to sensor wiring and insulation was seen at Lochiel Park. Numerous 

residents have observed Cockatoos chewing pipe insulation and these appear 

to also be responsible for, in a number of cases, severing sensor wiring with the 

outcome that systems no longer function correctly. It could also be seen that 

insulation had, in many cases, suffered considerable degradation from 

weathering (presumably mostly due to ultraviolet light exposure) in systems that 

had been installed for less than two years;  

 Recommend that a reliable method (e.g. thermography) is found to indicate 

whether pipe work installed in roof and wall spaces is appropriately insulated.  

The SEC recommends that the commissioning and training of the householders in how 

to use their solar water heater should be a part of a final construction inspection and 

certification process for the new dwellings in order to ensure that the installation is 

conducted in accordance with the applicable Australian Standards such as AS3500, a 

consumer should also not sign the STC Assignment Form until the system is fully 
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installed, commissioned and working, the installation check list is completed and the 

installer has provided the licence number and a Compliance Certificate to the 

consumer. A list of the accredited installers of the solar and heat pump water heaters, 

similar to the list managed by the Clean Energy Council for the installers of the PV 

systems, would be beneficial. Also some packages developed for a consumer in a 

particular, similar to the Plumber Reference Guide developed by the Department of the 

Climate Change, could provide the relevant installation requirements and improve the 

quality of the installations. Links to samples of currently available installation checklists 

are provided in Appendix G. 

The SEC team recommend that all training courses/programs run by manufacturers, 

TAFE, Green Plumbers and Master Plumbers Association should incorporate the above 

findings into their training materials. 
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7 Conclusions 

One of the outcomes of the study is that the allowances made in determining the STC 

values to accommodate less than ideal orientation and inclination of the solar panel are 

generally sufficient to cover the majority of practical installations.  

The research results have demonstrated the impact of these and other parameters, 

including shading, dust, lack and improper piping insulation. The results can be used 

as percentage reductions of the designated systems‘ STCs when inspection reveals 

less than ideal installation practice or location. Never the less, the study has shown 

that the anticipated performance reductions are not so dramatic. One of the more 

surprising outcomes is that improper insulation or lack of piping insulation can result in 

a combined reduction of up to 4-6% of the STC values depending on the climate zone. 

The SEC team has compared the peak daily thermal energy loads and daily and 

seasonal profiles for Australian peak load, daily and hourly hot water load profile for a 

variety of houses within the Lochiel Park development. The profiles are separated by 

type of hot water systems, and these are compared with the reference system used by 

ORER. The average daily load profile was also examined as a function of the number 

of residents. 

Comparison of the abovementioned hot water load profiles revealed that although there 

is good correlation between the ORER and calculated daily average hot water load 

profile variation throughout the months, the ORER hourly load profile is significantly 

different to those calculated from the Lochiel Park measured data, and these calculated 

profiles differ from each other, depending on the type of hot water system that is used. 

It was also generally seen that the average daily hot water load profile increased with 

the number of residents for both types of systems considered. 

The results have also demonstrated that the small reference load profile of 22.5MJ/day 

assumption is realistic for the storage systems. However, the assumption of large 

reference system with peak of 57MJ/day for instantaneous systems under 

consideration was unjustified as the measured load profile closely resembled that of a 

small system. 

Note that the load profile study is based on a limited number of systems and measured 

hot water usage data as used by residents within the Lochiel Park Green Village. The 

behaviour / attitude of these residents may not be representative of those who live in 

other climate zones / regions of Australia, and changes in behaviour and attitudes 

would alter the outcome of these results. 
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Through analysing the detailed monitoring data, it was possible to investigate the 

details and evaluate actual performance and compare with the results of TRNSYS 

modelling. The study highlights a number of common installation and usage issues 

which contribute to the systems performing well below those estimated through the 

TRNSYS modelling as per AS/NZS 4234:2008/Amdt 1:2011. 

One of the major causes of lower performance is the lack of information to households 

and installers which is often due to competing health, safety and performance demands 

associated with hot water systems. This has in some instances resulted in using more 

auxiliary energy than necessary through incorrect thermostat and boosting period 

settings. 

In view of the number of installation issues and general lack of information, it is 

recommend that in-situ audits be carried out by a person holding a full appropriately 

accredited plumbing, gas and electrical licence as a minimum, as auditors need to be 

trained to specifically look for common installation issues/shortcomings. A plain 

language general instruction booklet needs to be developed and provided to all 

installers and households where a new solar system is installed in addition to 

manufacturer‘s manuals. This would explain the types and modes of operation and 

control of solar hot water systems and the various health and safety requirements. This 

could be based on the Hot Water Service/Solar Hot Water sections of Your Home 

publication and Technical Manual.  

While the results generally demonstrate the soundness of the TRNSYS evaluation 

methodology and assumptions, the one major outcome of the study is the potential 

impact of the solar hot water load profile. The results showed a dependence of the 

quantity of hot water use on the number of residents. However, most systems 

monitored consumed a hot water load profile close to that of a small reference load. 

This has been shown to have a direct impact on the STC values awarded. 

While it is necessary to examine of the geographic and demographic factors affecting 

the load profile through a more detailed national monitoring program, the study 

indicates the need to reconsider the basis for assigning appropriate annual energy 

consumption associated with reference hot water systems as detailed in AS/NZS 

4234:2008/Amdt 1:2011.  
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Appendix B. Request for Information 

 

REQUEST FOR INFOMATION: QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

1. Respondent 

Company Name:  

Contact Name:  

Contact Email:  

 

2. Executive Summary 

Please provide a one paragraph summary of the views you have expressed in this 

response in relation to: 

Industry organisation 

 

Emerging technology 

 

Business impact 

 

Technical performance 

 

Monitoring and compliance 

 

3. Questions 

A. Instructions 

You do not have to answer every question. 

Please answer each question with no more than 200 words. 
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Where you have quantitative evidence to support your arguments please provide 

these to ORER in digital format, via email to SWH@orer.gov.au  

 

B. Overview of your organisation 

ORER wishes to gain a broad understanding of your organisation to better understand 

the context for the comments you make. Please answer each question with no more 

than 200 words.  

a. What is your company name? 

 

b. How many people do you employ? 

a. 0 – 20 

b. 21 – 50 

c. 51 – 100 

d. >100 

 

c. What is your annual company turnover? 

a. < $50,000 

b. $50,000 - $100,000 

c. $100,000 - $250,000 

d. >$250,000 

 

d. What is your company‘s involvement in the SWH industry? 

 

e. What other services, products or industries are you involved in (apart from the 

SWH industry)? 

 

f. What peak industry bodies are you affiliated with? 

 

g. Is there anything else about your organisation that ORER might find helpful or 

interesting? 

 

C. Industry organisation  

mailto:SWH@orer.gov.au
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ORER wishes to gain a comprehensive understanding of the SWH industry, and 

would appreciate your insights in gaining this understanding.  Please answer each 

question with no more than 200 words. 

a. How does the SWH industry manage/organise the relationship between 

researchers, manufacturers and installers? 

 

b. What measures does the SWH industry take to ensure that SWH installations 

meet the highest technical performance possible?  How are these measures 

organised? 

 

c. How does the industry ensure an adequate supply of suitably qualif ied testing 

and certification bodies?  Are there challenges or issues in ensuring this supply? 

 

d. What role do peak industry bodies play in the improvement of quality and 

standards? 

 

e. What information, training, seminars, workshops and the like are available to 

people/organisations involved in the SWH industry?  Are these adequate, or are 

improvements in the style and/or scope of training desirable? 

 

f. What forms of consultation and collaboration occur across the industry?  What 

areas of industry activity are such consultation/collaboration directed at? 

 

g. Do you have further insights or comments regarding the organisation of the 

SWH industry, peak bodies, or training activities? 

 

D. Emerging technology 

ORER is interested to understand the technology advances that are impacting upon 

the SWH industry, and the implications of these technologies to the industry.   

Please answer each question with no more than 200 words.  

a. In your view, what are the key technology advances or emerging technologies 

with implications for the SWH industry? 

 

b. How well have SWH standards kept up with emerging technology? Are there 

areas where standards have fallen behind technology?  Where could 

improvements be made in the standards-setting process, or the standards 

themselves? 
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c. What improvements in technology are you aware of which are not reflected in 

the current calculation of STCs? 

 

d. What planned technology improvements are you aware of which would warrant 

a review of the way STCs are calculated? When are these improvements likely 

to be available for use throughout the industry? 

 

e.  Do you have further views or insights on technology advances impacting upon 

the SWH industry and their implications? 

 

 

E. Business impact 

ORER wants to understand the likely impact upon your business of particular 

regulatory changes.  Please note that these are hypothetical questions and do not 

indicate a firm plan on ORER’s part to make any such changes.   Please answer 

each question with no more than 200 words. 

a. What would the impact be on your business if ORER was to update the STC 

calculation methodology in a way that either increases or decreases the number 

of STCs attributed to models on the SWH Registry? 

 

b. Do you have views you would like to express to ORER on any such increases or 

decreases in STCs attributed to models on the SWH Registry? 

 

F. Technical performance 

ORER is interested to understand the factors that impact upon SWH performance, 

including installation and maintenance considerations.   Please answer each 

question with no more than 200 words. 

a. On average what percentage of a SWHs capacity is used? 

o 0 – 25%  

o 26 – 50% 

o 51 – 75% 

o 76 – 100% 

o Don‘t know 

 

b. What rate of water is heated and wasted (not used)? 

o 0 – 25%  
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o 26 – 50% 

o 51 – 75% 

o 76 – 100% 

o Don‘t know 

 

c. What percentage of installations achieve maximum performance with regard to 

electricity displacement? 

o 0 – 25%  

o 26 – 50% 

o 51 – 75% 

o 76 – 100% 

o Don‘t know 

 

d. What installation parameters impact upon SWH performance with regard to 

electricity displacement? 

 

e. What industry standards exist covering the installation and post-installation 

maintenance of SWH units?  

 

f. What installation and post-installation standards are applicable in your 

geographic area (i.e. state-based standards)?  

 

g. Are there any tailored standards or guidelines covering installation and post -

installation maintenance that your company observes?  If so, please describe 

these. 

 

h. What types of qualifications exist which provide the necessary skills to install 

SWH units in a way which ensures high technical performance of the unit? 

 

i. Are there enough providers of qualified certification to meet industry needs in 

terms of ensuring high quality installations? 

 

j. What level of training or qualification do you have, or what level of training does 

your organisation require? Please specify levels of training and qualifications for 

different positions within your organisation. 
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k. If your organisation is involved in installation of SWH units, what 

supplier/manufacturer training (product specific or otherwise) is provided to your 

staff to support quality, safety and performance of instal lations? 

 

l. What tools do you or your company employ to ensure installation 

guidelines/standards are met?  Please describe how such tools were developed 

and are utilised. 

 

m. Does your organisation undertake internal or independent audits of how well 

installations of SWHs have been carried out?  If so, how often are such audits 

conducted?    Are you able to provide qualitative or quantitative material relating 

to these audits as an input to ORER‘s information gathering?  

n. On an industry level, how well do you think SWH installations are carried out? 

 

o. What data/information do you have to inform household usage patterns, 

including measurement of capacity v‘s actual use? Are you able to make that 

information available to ORER?  

 

p. How is this (and any other available information) used to inform customer choice 

with regard to SWH size/capacity? 

 

q. Do you or your company receive feedback on installation of SWHs? Are you 

able to make that data available to ORER for the purpose of the review? 

 

r. Do you have further comments on factors that impact upon SWH performance? 

 

G. Monitoring and compliance 

ORER seeks your views on appropriate monitoring/compliance arrangements for 

SWHs.  Please answer each question with no more than 200 words. 

a. What level of monitoring and compliance does your organisation employ to 

ensure that SWH installation guidelines/standards are met? 

 

b. What mechanisms does the industry employ to ensure that SWHs continue to 

perform to standards over time? 

 

c. What mechanisms do manufacturers employ to ensure that SWHs continue to 

perform to standards over time? 
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d. What mechanisms do installers employ to ensure that SWHs continue to 

perform to standards over time? 

 

e. ORER recognises that were the STC calculation methodology to be updated to 

reflect installation standards, it will need to be reviewed in the future to ensure 

that it reflects the way in which installation standards have changed over time 

(particularly if installation standards improve industry-wide). ORER would like to 

know how often you believe the STC calculation methodology should be 

updated (i.e. over what timeline do you think installation standards will change 

in a way that is significant enough to warrant a review of how STCs are 

calculated)? 

 

f. Do you have further comments or insights on appropriate monitoring/compliance 

arrangements? 

 

4. Annexes 

 

List of any additional supporting or explanatory material you are providing and attach 

these files to your submission.   Please note that quantitative data represents the 

strongest support for arguments you present.  

 

 

 

  



Appendix C. Summary of Responses from Survey of SWH Industry  

 

ORER SWH RFI – SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 

Question Rheem Rinnai Stiebel Eltron GWAHC Plumbing Industry 

Commission 

TAS Dept 

Justice 

B.a. Company Name Rheem Australia 

Pty Ltd  

Rinnai Australia Stiebel Eltron Aust. 

Pty Ltd 

GWA Heating and 

Cooling 

Plumbing Industry 

Commission (Vic) 

 

B.b. No. Employees > 100 >100 21-50 >100   

B.c. Annual turnover >$250,000 >$250,000 >$250,000 >$250,000   

B.d. Involvement in 

SWH industry 

Largest 

manufacturer and 

distributor in 

Australia. 

Manufacturer of 

SWH and electric 

heat pumps, 

rebadging, 

component sales, 

service and 

installation.  

7.1.1 Supplier of 

heat pump 

hot water 

heaters and 

other 

renewable 

products for 

heating/cool

ing. 

7.1.2 Designer, 

manufactur

er, 

distributor, 

installer. 

7.1.3 Provides 

Vic 

plumbing 

regulatory 

system – 

licensing, 

complianc

e and 

technical, 

promotes 

high 

plumbing 

standards. 

 

B.e. Other products and Pool heating, air 

conditioning, 

Gas hot water 

systems, electric 

Hot water, heating and 

cooling, water 

Electric and gas 

storage water 
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Question Rheem Rinnai Stiebel Eltron GWAHC Plumbing Industry 

Commission 

TAS Dept 

Justice 

services pumps  storage tanks, 

room heaters, 

patio heaters, 

BBQs, gas dryers. 

filtration.  Principal 

company (Germany) 

involved in solar 

cooling and fuel cell 

technology – to be 

introduced to Aust. In 

the future.  

heaters, gas 

continuous flow 

water heaters, water 

reticulation devices, 

solar PV, 

evaporative cooling, 

ducted gas space 

heating, aircon 

B.f. Peak bodies Clean Energy 

Council, Australian 

Industry Group, 

Gas Alliance 

Manufacturers 

Association, SEA, 

AuSES, HIA 

GAMMA, 

Australian Industry 

Group, CEC, LPG 

Australia 

CEC, WA SEA, AIG, 

AIRAH and state 

Master Plumber 

Associations  

Ai Group, GAMAA, 

CEC, Plumbing 

Products Innovation 

Group, state 

Plumbing 

Associations 

  

B.g. Additional info World leader in 

solar thermal  

------ Two staff via AIG as 

members of CS-028 

and EL-020.  Provide 

input to all AS/NZS 

standards for heat 

pumps, including 

AS/NZS 5215.  

GWAHC is part of 

the GWA Group 

which produces 

residential building 

fixtures. 

  

C.a. How does industry 

manage relationship 

between researchers, 

Manufacturers 

work with 

associations that 

Technical team 

involved in design 

and development 

Manufacturers through 

CEC SWH and Hot 

Pump Directorate, 

No SWH Industry 

Association to 

manage and 
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Question Rheem Rinnai Stiebel Eltron GWAHC Plumbing Industry 

Commission 

TAS Dept 

Justice 

manufacturers and 

installers? 

best represent 

their views. 

of all SWH 

products.  Also 

write installation 

instructions and 

training of 

installation and 

service agents. 

installers through 

state MPAs.  Each 

manufacturer trains 

installers. 

organise industry, so 

this occurs in an 

adhoc way. 

C. b. What measures 

does industry take to 

ensure high technical 

performance? 

Product and 

installation 

standards.  Rheem 

participates in 

standards bodies. 

Training, certified 

plumbers, no 

industry wide 

requirements. 

AS/NZS 3500 4.2 

legislated in each 

state.  QLD system is 

best – only plumbers 

can install and only 

after attending training 

and gaining licence 

endorsement. 

Major companies 

provide expertise to 

Standards/Working 

Group committees. 

In addition, through 

extensive installer 

training.  

Vic regulations 

adopt the Plumbing 

Code of Australia 

which calls up 

numerous Australian 

Standards dealing 

with design and 

construction, 

calculation of energy 

consumption, heated 

water services etc.  

Vic has prescribed 

additional 

requirements for 

SWH relating to 6 

star energy 

efficiency 

requirements. 
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Question Rheem Rinnai Stiebel Eltron GWAHC Plumbing Industry 

Commission 

TAS Dept 

Justice 

C.c. How does industry 

ensure supply of 

testing and certification 

bodies? 

Largely 

commercial, 

determined by 

supply and 

demand. Limited 

testing occurs in 

accredited in-

house labs. 

Rinnai uses a 

variety of testing 

labs.  There are 

sufficient testing 

bodies, but 

demand for them is 

high before an 

ORER round is due 

to close.   

------ Some input via 

industry bodies. 

  

C.d. Role of peak 

bodies in standards 

improvement? 

Provide a voice for 

industry views on 

Govt policies and 

programs.  

Standards 

committees do 

more to improve 

standards. 

Rinnai represents 

several industry 

bodies on 

Standards 

Committees. 

Peak bodies (AIG, 

Master Plumbers) 

have members as 

representatives of AS 

committees.  Difficult 

to introduce an 

international/European 

standard as a viable 

avenue for 

compliance.  

Ai Group and 

GAMAA organise 

industry participants 

for standards 

committees and 

working groups.  

  

C.e. What information is 

available to people in 

SWH industry?  

Adequacy? 

Solar water 

heating training 

through groups like 

GreenPlumbers, 

MPA, TAFE.  

Rheem provides 

Sessions provided 

by VIPAC and the 

PIC.  More 

sessions would be 

desirable. 

Each manufacturer 

trains installers.  Each 

state should adopt 

QLD system. 

Little industry 

training apart from 

TAFE courses and 

guidelines developed 

by Dept Climate 

Change. 
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Question Rheem Rinnai Stiebel Eltron GWAHC Plumbing Industry 

Commission 

TAS Dept 

Justice 

own training. 

C.f. Forms of industry 

consultation and 

collaboration? 

Manufacturers 

consult through 

industry bodies on 

technical, 

regulatory, rebate 

and policy issues. 

Mostly through 

CEC.  Some 

discussion 

between 

manufacturers‘ 

technical staff. 

------ Little consultation 

other than Ai Group, 

GAMAA and CEC. 

  

C.g. Further insights or 

comments on the 

industry? 

No single 

regulatory 

authority with 

jurisdiction over all 

facets of SWH.  

Products that pass 

standard can fail to 

deliver. 

What structure 

there is is loosely 

organised.  No one 

body overseeing 

the industry. 

Govt agencies like 

ORER need to 

consider peak bodies‘ 

comments, but 

sometimes the 

consensus of peak 

bodies may not be 

whole of industry 

view. 

------   

D.a. Key emerging 

technologies? 

Cogeneration and 

competing solar 

technology. 

------ System technology – 

combination of SWH 

and heat pump, PV, 

solar cooling and fuel 

cells.  Outcome is 

lowest energy 

consumption with 

highest efficiency. 

Heat meters 

demonstrating real 

energy saved, larger 

solar thermal arrays, 

solar heating and 

cooling 
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D.b. How well have SWH 

standards kept pace 

with emerging 

technology? 

Standards keep 

pace as major 

manufacturers sit 

on standards 

committees. 

Standards are 

continually behind 

technology. 

------ Standards have now 

fallen behind 

emerging 

technology. 

 List of eligible 

SWHs published 

by the ORER 

should be 

updated 

immediately to 

ensure that all 

have the 

WaterMark 

Certification.  

Also need to 

ensure that the 

WaterMark 

Certification 

covers the whole 

system, not just 

the storage 

vessel (e.g. cover 

panels, 

evacuated tubes).  

D.c. Technology 

improvements not 

reflected in current 

STCs calculation? 

Changes to 

AS/NZS 4243:2008 

will capture 

technology 

improvements 

------ ------ Speed variable 

pumps, combination 

heating and cooling 

systems driven by 

solar arrays, 

intelligent control 
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affecting STC. systems  

D.d. Planned 

technology 

improvements 

warranting a review of 

STCs? 

Hybrid systems - 

solar cooling and 

combined aircon 

and heat pump 

applications may. 

------ ------ ------   

D.e. Further insights or 

comments on 

technology? 

Modified products 

(i.e. converted 

electric or gas 

converted to SWH) 

should perhaps be 

eligible for STCs. 

------ ------ Refers to the need 

for consistency in 

Government policy 

across technologies. 

  

E.a. Impact of any 

increase or decrease in 

STCs attributed to SWH 

models? 

Increase makes a 

SWH installation 

cheaper and vice 

versa.  However, 

increase or 

decrease would 

have to be large to 

impact on sales 

(e.g. 5+ STCs).  

Exception would 

be where one 

technology gains 

an advantage over 

Any increases or 

decreases would 

have a very 

significant impact 

on business.  

Recent 

methodology 

changes that will 

reduce STCs for 

systems are 

expected to 

dramatically 

Reduction of STC 

allocation to systems 

is interpreted by 

consumer as a ―less 

good‖ product, so less 

product sold. 

If the number of 

STCs were 

decreased without 

some other 

balancing factor to 

smooth out the cost 

to the consumer, the 

take up would 

decline. 
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another. reduce sales. 

E.b. Views on any 

change in STCs? 

Rheem has 

provided 

commentary on 

modelling 

methodology pre 

AS/ANZ 

4234:2008. 

Like to see gas 

boosted systems 

recognised with 

higher STCs due to 

their lower 

greenhouse 

emissions.  Also 

like to see more 

flexible approach 

to listing of 

submissions within 

ORER rounds.  

Also, concerned 

that whole STC 

scheme along with 

federal and state 

rebates and state 

certificates is way 

too complex – 

simpler system 

could be based on 

average 

performance of 

components. 

Does not believe that 

ORER would increase 

STCs.  That aside, 

should be a level 

playing field for 

technologies.   

------   
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F.a. What percentage of 

a SWH’s capacity is 

used? 

76-100% Don‘t know – 

believe that a solar 

system will use 76-

100%, but a heat 

pump likely to be 

less (51-75%). 

Cannot comment on 

solar.  Heat pump is 

100% of design 

capacity. 

51-70%   

F.b. What rate of water 

is wasted? 

0-25% Don‘t know 0-25% 0-25%   

F.c. What percentage of 

installations achieve 

maximum performance? 

76 100% Don‘t know 76-100%  Don‘t know   

F.d. What installation 

parameters impact on 

SWH performance? 

Size of system, 

tariff connection 

(boost control), 

timers, insulation 

of solar flow and 

return lines, 

reducing distance 

between tank and 

solar collectors, 

facing collectors 

on a well exposed 

north facing roof at 

optimum pitch  

Collector 

inclination, 

orientation and 

shading.  Also 

piping lengths and 

insulation. 

------ Panel orientation   
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TAS Dept 
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F.e. Industry standards 

on installation and 

post-installation 

maintenance? 

Dept Fair Trading 

requirements on 

plumbing and 

electrical licensing, 

ACCC requires 

licensed plumber 

and electrician, 

standards on roof 

structure, wind etc. 

AS3500, AS5601, 

AS3000  

------ None   

F.f. What installation 

standards apply in your 

geographic area? 

Rheem is national.  

All standards apply 

individually in each 

state. 

Victoria – 5 star 

homes 

requirements for 

new homes and 

Sustainability 

Victoria 

requirements for 

State rebates. 

------ None   

F.g. Any tailored 

standards or guidelines 

observed by company? 

Rheem 

recommends 

keeping collector 

surfaces clean and 

unshaded, regular 

maintenance 

(including valve 

checks), 

Only as described 

in installation 

manual. 

------ Owners handbook 

plus installation 

guide. 
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maintaining good 

insulation on 

plumbing and 

anode 

replacement.   

F.h. Qualifications for 

SWH installation? 

Plumbing and 

electrical licenses.  

Rheem provides 

instructions with all 

units. 

Plumbing, 

electrical and gas 

certification 

depending on 

system type.  No 

specific solar quals 

in most states 

except QLD. 

------ Almost none apart 

from in-house 

training 

 Licensed 

plumbers are 

providing 

certification for 

installation of 

solar systems by 

non licensed 

persons – there 

needs to be a 

mechanism to 

prevent this.  

Also, installers 

that have a 

restricted 

electrical licence 

are upgrading 

electric resistance 

water heaters 

with SWHs – may 

lead to risk of 
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electrocution. 

F.i. Enough providers of 

qualified certification to 

meet industry needs? 

Yes No ------ No   

F.j. Level of training 

required by 

organisation? 

Rheem provides 

dedicated 

installation training 

modules to 

plumbers, 

merchant staff and 

TAFE students – 

over 2,000 

plumbers have 

attended. 

Must be qualified 

plumbers and gas 

fitters where 

appropriate.  Some 

Rinnai technical 

personnel have 

engineering 

degrees or trade 

quals. 

Staff are trained in 

Germany, and trainers 

visit from Germany.  

Some staff are 

registered plumbers.  

Technical manager 

has a PhD.  

------   

F.k. What 

supplier/manufacturer 

training is provided? 

See above Encourage all 

installers to be 

trained by Rinnai 

and in working at 

heights. 

------ Extensive in-house PIC has worked with 

Sustainability 

Victoria and 

GreenPlumbers to 

design and deliver 

SWH training. 

 

F.l. What tools ensure 

that installation 

guidelines/standards 

are met? 

Detailed 

installation 

instructions. 

Site audits on a 

proportion of 

installations and on 

site training. 

------ Installation 

checklists, standard 

operating procedures 
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F.m. Does organisation 

undertake internal or 

independent audits of 

installations? 

Yes, through a 

survey sent to 

customers.  Also, 

through dealer and 

installer training.  

In-house service 

network also 

utilised for 

feedback. 

Site audits are 

conducted.  

------ Occasionally – 

information not 

generally available. 

All work for which a 

compliance 

certificate is 

required is 

potentially subject to 

a random 

compliance audit 

(not less than 5%).  

PIC also audits 

SWH work upon 

which 

reimbursement is 

sought under the Vic 

Solar Hot Water 

Rebate Program. 

 

F.n. How well are 

installations carried out 

on an industry level? 

Number of poor 

installations 

relative to number 

sold is small. 

Majority are 

adequate, but 

much room for 

improvement. 

------ In general, at the 

better end. 

  

F.o. Data to inform 

household usage 

patterns? 

Unable to collect 

this data as flow 

meters would need 

to be installed on 

water heaters.   

None ------ None.   
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F.p. How is information 

used to inform 

customer choice re 

SWH size/capacity? 

Rheem relies on 

experience to size 

water heaters – 

critical not to 

undersize. 

Brochures provide 

a recommendation 

of system size 

based on number 

of people. 

------ Not used   

F.q. Do you receive 

feedback on SWH 

installations? 

Typically no (Note: 

customer survey 

fit?) 

Only from 

customer feedback 

or if there is a 

problem.  

------ Yes, via warranty   

F.r. Comments on 

factors impacting SWH 

performance? 

Sizing to provide 

adequate boost 

volume during 

periods of low or 

no solar gain is 

important. 

Solar hot water 

systems are mostly 

performing well, 

but heat pump 

systems are not 

achieving 

electricity savings 

that STCs indicate. 

Training is simple and 

installations are much 

less complicated for 

heat pumps.  

------   

G.a. Level of monitoring 

and compliance to 

ensure SWH installation 

guidelines/standards 

are met? 

Proactively 

encourages 

plumbers to attend 

training courses 

addressing 

installation process 

by model.  

Instruction guides 

Training and some 

site audits. 

------ Warranty process   
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provided with 

every product.  

Sales and service 

network clarifies 

installation 

requirements as 

necessary.   

G.b. What mechanisms 

does the INDUSTRY 

employ to ensure SWH 

performance to 

standards over time? 

Participation in 

standards 

committees like 

CS-028 and EL-

020. 

Standards and 

state based 

requirements. 

------ Not aware   

G.c. What mechanisms 

do MANUFACTURERS 

employ to ensure SWH 

performance to 

standards over time? 

Making product 

meet/exceed 

standards. 

Selection of 

materials with a 

long lifespan. 

------ Warranty process   

G.d. What mechanisms 

do INSTALLERS employ 

to ensure SWH 

performance to 

standards over time? 

Quality installation 

avoids costly call 

back. 

If installers follow 

manufacturer and 

regulatory 

requirements, 

there is no reason 

to believe SWHs 

will not continue to 

perform to 

------ Dedicated installers, 

warranty process 
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standards. 

G.e. How often should 

the STC calculation 

methodology be 

updated? 

Review every 5 

years. 

Calculation 

methodology 

should be as close 

to AS/NZS4234 as 

possible – this 

needs to be more 

regularly updated 

on as needs basis.  

------ Too soon to 

comment  

  

G.f. Further comments 

or insights on 

monitoring/compliance? 

----- No comment Smart meters will 

supply real data on 

usage to provide 

some idea on 

displacement of 

current benchmark 

electric storage.  

Germany is providing 

a self-consumption 

tariff with heat pumps 

and PV installations – 

the heat pump is a 

battery for renewable 

energy.  

------ PIC responds to 

consumer 

complaints about 

plumbing work – 

issues rectification 

notices and 

emergency plumbing 

orders.   

 

  



Appendix D. Deck file used for desk study 

 

Version 15.3 

 

*ORER RECs displacement 

*Sustainable Energy Centre - University of South Australia  

*Reference deck file 

*Flat Plate, Post Gas 

*Tank volume: 165 L 

*Tank heat loss coefficient: 2.0 kWhr/day 

*Collector Area: 2 * 2.21 

* Thk_insul=0.015 - between tank and collector  

*Thk_insul0=0.015 - between tank and gas booster  

*Pump controller: TON =8.0 & TOFF = 2.0 

 

ASSIGN "C:\TRNAUS\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\Out\FP_Z1.OUT" 5 

ASSIGN "C:\TRNAUS\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\Out\FP_Z1.O2" 19 

ASSIGN "C:\TRNAUS\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\List\FP_Z1.LST" 6 

ASSIGN "C:\TRNAUS\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\List\FP_Z1.plt" 8 

ASSIGN "C:\TRNAUS\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\Weather\zone1.dat" 3 

 

WIDTH 120 

SIMULATION 1.0 8760 .02 

TOLERANCES .005 .005 

LIMITS 50 15 50 

 

include C:\TRNAUS\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\Include\ORERzone1.inc 

 

CONSTANTS 64 

 

SLOPE = 20 

AZ = 45 

REFC = 0.2 

 

*Medium size 

PKLOAD = 40  

ECON = 15.48 

 

*Mixing Valve outlet temperature 

TLOAD = 45 

 

* Collector parameters  

NUMCOL = 2  !3 

AC = 2.21*NUMCOL 

A =  0.7959  !0.7421 

B =  5.3675 * 3.6  !2.8515 * 3.6 

C =  0.0124 * 3.6  !0.0065 * 3.6 

D =  0.06 

 

* CONNECTING PIPES 

dpipei=0.012 

Thk_insul=0.015 

LP1 =  10.0 

LP2 =  10.0 

kinsul=0.038 

dpipeo=dpipei+Thk_insul*2 

 

*parameters for heat loss coefficients in pipes 

kfluid=0.6 

Nu=3.66 

hout=10 

hin=Nu*kfluid/dpipei 

*pipe heat loss coefficients 

UP1=1/(1/hin+dpipei/2/kinsul*ln(dpipeo/dpipei)+dpipei/dpipeo/hout)*3.6 

UP2=UP1 

 

* SOLAR TANK (-1:vertical, -2:horizontal) 

TKMODE = -1 

VOL =  165/1000 

DIA = 0.379 

Height =   vol * 4 / 3.14159 / dia / dia 

TSET =  60 

TDB =   7 

AUX =   0.0 * 1000 * 3.6 
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HAUX =  0.691 

HTH =   HAUX +0.01 

 

HLOAD = height 

HCOLD = 0.000 

*Height of outlet to collector 

HCOLOUT = 0.000  

*Height of return from collector 

HCOLRET = 0.582 

 

U = 2.0 

UA =   U * 3.6 * 1000000 / 24 / 3600 / 55 * 3.6  !2.939  

areatank=3.14159*dia*height+3.1419*dia^2/4*2 

utank=UA/areatank 

*Tank WALL 3 mm steel  k=50W/mK 

KWALL = 0.003*50 * 3.6 

kfluid2=kfluid*3.6 

Tboil=98 

 

* PUMP & PUMP CONTROLLER 

PFLOW = 2 * 60 

PPOWER = 27 * 3.6 

TON =  8.0 

TOFF = 2.0 

Tmax =88 

 

*Instantaneous gas booster 

* thermal eff (frac) 

effgas = 0.777 

*gas burner capacity (kJ) 

Gascap = 146.8 * 1000 

AUXG =  Gascap* effgas 

*Start up capacity  (kJ) 

Heatup_cap=0.38 * 1000 

Stndby = 6.5 * 3.6 

*interconnecting pipe between solar preheater and gas booster 

DP0 = 0.012 

LP0 = 5 

Thk_insulO=0.015 

*-------------------------------------- 

*CALCULATIONS - do not change 

*water equiv of startup capacity (m3) (45K temp rise) 

Eqv_h20=Heatup_cap/4.18/45/1000 

Pi=3.14159 

DP0X=DP0+Thk_insulO*2 

UP0=1/(DP0/2/kinsul*ln(DP0X/DP0)+DP0X/DP0/hout)*3.6 

Vol0=Pi*DP0^2/4*LP0 

*pipe diameter increased to include effect of thermal capacity of gas heater 

DP01=((Vol0+Eqv_h20)/LP0*4/Pi)^.5 

*Adjusted heat loss coefficient of connecting pipe.  Heat loss * area held constant 

UP01=UP0*DP0/DP01 

 

UNIT 49 TYPE 14 DAYS IN MONTH 

*Used to convert data to a daily basis 

PARAMETERS 48 

   0,31   744,31 

 744,28  1416,28 

1416,31  2160,31 

2160,30  2880,30 

2880,31  3624,31 

3624,30  4344,30 

4344,31  5088,31 

5088,31  5832,31 

5832,30  6552,30 

6552,31  7296,31 

7296,30  8016,30 

8016,31  8760,31 

 

UNIT 9 TYPE 9 Weather data card reader 

PARAMETERS 21 

1 0 9 1 -4 10 0 -5 10 0 6 .1 0 7 .1 0 8 .1 0 3 1 

(1X,3F2.0,5F3.0,2x,f1.0) 

 

UNIT 16 TYPE 16 RADIATION PROCESSOR 

PARAMETERS 8 

4 1 2 1 LAT 4871 SHFT -1 

INPUTS 7 
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9,4 9,5 9,99 9,100   0,0  0,0 0,0 

 0   0    0  0      REFC SLOPE AZ 

 

UNIT 26 TYPE 14 

PARAMETERS 4 

 0,1  24,1 

 

eqns 2 

*Daily energy delivery 

dyengy = [13,1] * PKLOAD 

*Load volume at load temp TLOAD 

ldflw = dyengy * [14,1] / (TLOAD-[17,1]) / 0.00418 

 

UNIT 25 TYPE 11 TEMPERING VALVE 

*Sets up load volume for required energy load 

PARAMETERS 2 

4 8 

INPUTS 4 

17,1 ldflw  6,1 0,0 

20    0    TSET TLOAD 

 

UNIT 1 TYPE 101 COLLECTOR 

PARAMETERS 12 

1 1 AC 4.18 2 A B C 0 0 1 D 

INPUTS 10 

12,1 12,2 12,2 9,6 16,7 16,4 16,6 0,0 16,10   0,0  

 25      0       0       25        0       0     0  REFC  0   SLOPE 

 

constants 3 

Chx=0.5 

nhx=0.25 

Crit=100 

 

UNIT 60 type 138 Thermally Stratified tank 

PARAMETERS 21 

2 !1 HXMODE = 1 COMPLETE MIXING OF HEATED FLUID AT RETURN LEVEL 

 ! HXMODE = 2 FULLY STRATIFIED INLET 

 ! HXMODE = 3 HEAT PIPE FITTED TO BOTTOM OF TANK 

 ! HXMODE = 4 WRAP AROUND HEAT EXCHANGER 

 ! HXMODE = 5 COIL IN TANK HEAT EXCHANGER 

 ! HXMODE = 6 HORIZONTAL TANK IN TANK HEAT EXCHANGER 

 ! HXMODE = 7 LOAD MIXING IN BOTTOM OF TANK AT HCOLD LEVEL 

Vol !2 Tank Volume 

Height !3 Height of Tank 

hcolret !4 Height of Collector Return 

4.18 !5 Not Used  

1000 !6 Not Used 

Kwall !7 Tank Wall Thickness Times Wall Conductivity 

1 !8 Tank Configuration 

UA !9 Heat Loss UA For Tank 

1 !10 Insulation Ratio between top and sides 

70 !11 Initial Temperature of Preheat portion of tank 

Hcold !12 Height of cold water inlet  

Aux !13 Auxuliary Input Rating kJ/hr 

HAUX !14 Height of element above the bottom of the tank 

HTH !15 Height of Thermostat above bottom of the tank 

TSET !16 Thermostat Set Point 

TDB !17 Temperature dead band for thermostat 

0.0 !18 Heat loss of flue 

0.03 !19 Maximum size of tank of tank elements 

99 !20 Dump Valve Opening Temperature 

93 !21 Dump Valve Closing Temperature 

Inputs 6 

21,1 !1 Temperature of Fluid From Heat Source  

12,2 !2 Fluid Mass flow rate from heat source 

17,1 !3 Temperature of replacement fluid from load 

25,2 !4 mass flow rate from load 

9,6 !5 Temperature of environment for tank loss 

26,1 !6 enable signal for first auxiliary heater 

20 0 20 0 20 0 

 

UNIT 11 TYPE 31 INLET PIPE 

PARAMETERS 6 

dpipei LP1 UP1 1000 4.18 25 

INPUTS 3 

60,1 12,2 9,6 

 25    0   25 
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UNIT 21 TYPE 31 OUTLET PIPE 

PARAMETERS 6 

dpipei LP2 UP2 1000 4.18 25 

INPUTS 3 

1,1 12,2 9,6 

25    0   25 

 

UNIT 12 TYPE 3 PUMP 

PARAMETERS 4 

PFLOW 4.18 PPOWER 0.5 

INPUTS 3 

11,1  0,0  20,1 

 25    0     0 

 

UNIT 20 TYPE 2  DIFFERENTIAL CONTROLLER 

PARAMETERS  2 

5 Tmax 

INPUTS  6 

1,1 60,1 60,1 20,1 0,0 0,0 

25   25    20    0   Ton Toff 

 

UNIT 22 TYPE 31 pipe between solar preheater and gas booster 

PARAMETERS 6 

DP01 LP0 UP01 1000 4.18 25 

INPUTS 3 

60,3 25,2 9,6 

25    0   25 

 

Unit 6 type 6 series heater 

parameters 4 

auxg 4.18 0 effgas 

inputs 5 

22,1  25,2 0,0 0,0  9,6 

20     0    1  Tset 20 

 

eqns 15 

ndays=1 

gi=[16,7]/ndays 

Ta=[9,6]/max(1,[49,1]) 

volx=[60,4]/ndays 

energy60=([60,6])/ndays 

load_out=energy60+([6,5]-[22,3])/ndays 

auxx=[6,3]/ndays 

*energy use by equivalent electric booster with 98% efficiency ORER 

auxequiv=auxx*effgas/0.98 

*energy use by Gas booster For SEAV 

*auxequiv=auxx 

qut=([1,3])/ndays 

de=([60,7]+[21,5]+[11,5])/ndays 

tloss=([60,5]+[60,17])/ndays 

ploss=([21,3]+[11,3])/ndays 

auxp=([12,3]+Stndby)/ndays 

auxp_fluid=[12,4]/ndays 

*Product Tout*Mload 

txm = [60,3] * volx 

 

 

UNIT 47 TYPE 28  PRINT OUT 

PARAMETERS 18 

-1 1 8760 5 2 -11 -4 -12 -1 24 

2 -4 -13 -4 -13 -14 3 -4 

INPUTS 4 

gi ta auxp auxequiv 

LABELS 4 

GI TA auxp aux_tot 

 

UNIT 46 TYPE 28 PRINT OUT 

PARAMETERS 30 

-1 1 8760 5 2 1 -12 -4 -13 -4 

-14 -4 -15 -12 2 -4 -16 -4 -17 -4 

-18 -4 -11 -4 -19 -4 -14 -20 3 -4 

INPUTS 10 

de volx energy60 auxequiv txm qut tloss ploss auxp_fluid load_out 

*chech tank energy balance 

CHECK .05 5,9,-2,-6,-7,-8 

LABELS 10 
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Vol energy60 auxequiv Tout Qut Tloss Ploss de auxp_fluid load 

 

UNIT 54 TYPE 24 INTEGRATOR 

PARAMETERS 1 

-12 

INPUTS 2 

AUXEQUIV 12,3 

0 0 

 

*RECs Calculation 

EQUATIONS 6 

AUX2=[54,1]/1000000 ! in GJ 

PUMP=[54,2]/1000000 ! in GJ 

GJSAV=ECON-AUX2-PUMP 

MWHSAV= (ECON-AUX2-PUMP) /3.600000 

SAVE%=GJSAV/ECON*100 

REC = 10 * MWHSAV 

 

UNIT 27 TYPE 25 PRINTER 

PARAMETERS 4 

-12 8760 8760 19 

FORMAT 

(f7.0,3x, F10.1,2X,F14.2,2X,F14.2,2X,F14.2,3X,F14.2,2X,F14.2,2X,F14.2,2X) 

INPUTS 7 

PKLOAD ECON AUX2 PUMP SAVE% MWHSAV REC 

PKL[MJ/d] ECON[GJ] AUX[GJ] PUMP[GJ] SAV[%] SAV[MWH] REC[-] 

 

END 
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Appendix E. Deck files for Lochiel Park Solar Water Heating Systems  

Note that the load profiles and cold water inlet temperatures are stored in one file. 

 

Instantaneous System Deck File: 

 

* LOT NO.?? 

ASSIGN "C:\DW\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\Out\lot??\lot??_large.OUT" 2 

ASSIGN "C:\DW\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\List\lot??_large.LST" 6 

ASSIGN "C:\DW\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\Weather\kenttown.dat" 3 

 

WIDTH 120 

SIMULATION 1.0 8760 .02 

TOLERANCES .005 .005 

LIMITS 50 15 50 

 

 

 

* ----------- SET LOAD SIZE AND ZONE----------- 

 

constants 1 

*Specify load size 1,2 or 3  (1=small) 

 

Load_size=3 

 

*specify zone number and North or Northwest 

 

 

const 8 

LAT = -35 

SHFT =  -3.97 

TLOAD = 52 

REFC = 0.2 

SLOPE = 17 

AZ =   7 

Gas_ref_eff=0.788 

zone = 3 

 

UNIT 13 TYPE 14 

*Seasonal Load Pattern - AS 2984 

PARAMETERS 48 

0,0.33306,744,0.33306 

744,0.29604,1416,0.29604 

1416,0.37650,2160,0.37650 

2160,0.39620,2880,0.39620 

2880,0.47766,3624,0.47766 

3624,0.61393,4344,0.61393 

4344,0.70975,5088,0.70975 

5088,0.59160,5832,0.59160 

5832,0.57323,6552,0.57323 

6552,0.57119,7296,0.57119 

7296,0.53554,8016,0.53554 

8016,0.43117,8760,0.43117 

 

UNIT 14 TYPE 14 

*Daily Load Pattern - AS 2984 & ORER 2002 

PARAMETERS 192 

0,0.00061,0.1,0.00061 

0.1,0,1,0 

1,0.00022,1.1,0.00022 

1.1,0,2,0 

2,0.00033,2.1,0.00033 

2.1,0,3,0 

3,0.00046,3.1,0.00046 

3.1,0,4,0 

4,0.01599,4.1,0.01599 

4.1,0,5,0 

5,0.18696,5.1,0.18696 

5.1,0,6,0 

6,0.03789,6.1,0.03789 
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6.1,0,7,0 

7,0.02980,7.1,0.02980 

7.1,0,8,0 

8,0.03448,8.1,0.03448 

8.1,0,9,0 

9,0.04210,9.1,0.04210 

9.1,0,10,0 

10,0.03132,10.1,0.03132 

10.1,0,11,0 

11,0.02730,11.1,0.02730 

11.1,0,12,0 

12,0.03428,12.1,0.03428 

12.1,0,13,0 

13,0.02725,13.1,0.02725 

13.1,0,14,0 

14,0.02235,14.1,0.02235 

14.1,0,15,0 

15,0.02073,15.1,0.02073 

15.1,0,16,0 

16,0.05497,16.1,0.05497 

16.1,0,17,0 

17,0.15888,17.1,0.15888 

17.1,0,18,0 

18,0.17663,18.1,0.17663 

18.1,0,19,0 

19,0.07339,19.1,0.07339 

19.1,0,20,0 

20,0.01396,20.1,0.01396 

20.1,0,21,0 

21,0.00738,21.1,0.00738 

21.1,0,22,0 

22,0.00205,22.1,0.00205 

22.1,0,23,0 

23,0.00066,23.1,0.00066 

23.1,0,24,0 

 

UNIT 17 TYPE 14 

*Monthly cold water temperature 

PARAMETERS 48 

     0, 24.5    744, 24.5 

 744, 23.8   1416, 23.8 

1416, 19.9   2160, 19.9 

2160, 19.2   2880, 19.2 

2880, 15.1   3624, 15.1 

3624, 11.7   4344, 11.7 

4344, 11.1   5088, 11.1  

5088, 11.5   5832, 11.5 

5832, 13.1   6552, 13.1 

6552, 16.5   7296, 16.5 

7296, 19.2   8016, 19.2 

8016, 21.4   8760, 21.4 

 

UNIT 49 TYPE 14 DAYS IN MONTH 

*Used to convert data to a daily basis 

PARAMETERS 48 

   0,31   744,31 

 744,28  1416,28 

1416,31  2160,31 

2160,30  2880,30 

2880,31  3624,31 

3624,30  4344,30 

4344,31  5088,31 

5088,31  5832,31 

5832,30  6552,30 

6552,31  7296,31 

7296,30  8016,30 

8016,31  8760,31 

 

constants 3 

kfluid=0.6 *3.6 

Nu=3.66 

hout=20 * 3.6 

 

UNIT 9 TYPE 9 

*Weather data card reader 

PARAMETERS 21 

1 0 9 1 -4 10 0 -5 10 0 6 .1 0 7 .1 0 8 .1 0 3 1 
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(1X,3F2.0,5F3.0,2x,f1.0) 

*Ouput 4 is horizontal hourly irradiation 

*Ouput 5 is beam sun tracking irradiation 

*Ouput 6 is ambient temperature 

*Ouput 7 is wind speed 

*Ouput 8 is wet bulb temperature 

*Ouput 9 is cloud cover 

 

eqns 10 

Tcold = [17,1] 

Tamb  = [9,6]  

Twet  = [9,8]  

GH    = [9,4]  

Gb    = [9,5]  

 

*Set peak load 

PKLOAD=57 

 

*Daily energy delivery 

dyengy = [13,1] * PKLOAD 

 

*Set number of startup losses for each load (8/day) for instantaneous gas booster 

Nevents=(13*eql(load_size,1)+19*eql(load_size,2)+26*eql(load_size,3))/8 

 

*Electric offpeak reference system annual energy use  

Ref_elec=9270*eql(load_size,1)+15260*eql(load_size,2)+21100*eql(load_size,3) 

 

*Gas storage water heater (3 star) reference system annual energy use 

Ref_gas=16410*eql(load_size,1)+22690*eql(load_size,2)+30400*eql(load_size,3) 

 

UNIT 16 TYPE 16 RADIATION PROCESSOR 

PARAMETERS 9 

4 1 2 1 lat 4871 shft  2 1  

INPUTS 9 

GH  GB  9,99 9,100   0,0  0,0 0,0  9,104 9,105 

 0   0    0  0      REFC SLOPE AZ   0      0 

 

eqns 1 

*Load volume at load temp TLOAD 

ldflw = dyengy * [14,1] / (TLOAD-tcold) / 0.00418 *10 

 

 

* -----RATING PROCESS FOR ZONES 1 to 4 (Australia)  ---------- 

*  1) Select zone3_northwest and the desired load size (Load_size = 1,2 or 3  (1 = small)) 

* Run simulation 

*       Check the top line of the output file for load delivered at temperature less than 45°C 

and the annual energy savings 

* If there is any delivered energy below 45°C or 

*         if the annual energy saving is less than 60% then reduce Load_size and re-run the 

simulation 

*       All delivered load must be above 45°C 

*       The 60% annual energy savings  does not apply for Load_size=1 

 

*  2)  Once the load_size is determined for zone3_Northwest then run other zones for the same 

Load_size 

 

* -----RATING PROCESS FOR ZONES 5 & 6 (New Zealand)  ---------- 

*  1) Select zone5_north and the desired load size (Load_size = 1,2 or 3  (1 = small)) 

* Run simulation 

*       Check the top line of the output file for load delivered at temperature less than 45°C 

and the annual energy savings 

* If there is any delivered energy below 45°C or 

*         if the annual energy saving is less than 60% for load_size=3 then reduce Load_size 

and re-run the simulation or 

*         if the annual energy saving is less than 50% for load_size=2 then reduce Load_size 

and re-run the simulation. 

*       All delivered load must be above 45°C 

*       The 50% annual energy savings  does not apply for Load_size=1 

 

*  2)  Once the load_size is determined for zone5_North then run zone6_north for the same 

Load_size 

 

 

 

*------PRODUCT PARAMETERS -------------------------------- 

 

CONSTANTS 51 
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*----Collector 

Acol = 1.82 

numcol = 2 

AC =   acol  * numcol 

a1 =  0.732 

a2 =  3.096 * 3.6 

a3 =  0.02458 * 3.6 

D = 0.06 

 

*-----CONNECTING PIPES 

dpipe1=0.012 

Thk_insul1=0.015 

Lpipe1 =  10.0 

Lpipe2 =  10.0 

kinsul =0.038 * 3.6 

dpipeo=dpipe1+Thk_insul1*2 

hin=Nu*kfluid/dpipe1 

UP1=1/(1/hin+dpipe1/2/kinsul*ln(dpipeo/dpipe1)+dpipe1/dpipeo/hout) 

UP2=UP1 

 

*----SOLAR TANK 

TKMODE =  1  

Voltot=259 

Volcol=70 

VOL =  voltot / 1000 

HXMODE =  2 

dia =   0.5069 

height=vol*4/3.14159/dia^2 

Hcol=(voltot-volcol)/voltot*height 

HCOLD =  0.000 

 

* tank heat loss kWh/d at dt=55 K 

tnk_loss = 2.113 

UA =   tnk_loss * 3.6 * 1000000 / 24 / 3600 / 55 * 3.6 

IR = 1 

t_wall = 0.003 

K_wall = 50 *3.6 

Kt_wall = t_wall*k_wall 

 

 

*----PUMP & PUMP CONTROLLER 

PFLOW = 86.8 

Tmax=85 

Tmax_reset = 70 

PPOWER =  22 * 3.6 

*day time pump controller set points 

TON = 10 

TOFF =  2 

*Freeze protection pump controller set points 

Ton_f = 4 

Toff_f = 6 

 

* ---- Pipe between tank and gas booster 

Dpipe3 =.012 

Lpipe3 =5 

Thk_insul3=0.015 

k_insul3 =0.038*3.6 

DPipe03=Dpipe3+Thk_insul3*2 

UP3=1/(Dpipe3/2/k_insul3*ln(Dpipe03/Dpipe3)+Dpipe03/Dpipe3/hout) 

 

*---Instantaneous gas booster 

* thermal eff (frac) 

effgas = .775 

*gas burner capacity (kJ) 

Gascap=199 * 1000 

*Start up capacity  (kJ) 

Startup_cap=0.388 * 1000 

*Set temperature 

Tset=60 

*Electric power 

Estdby = 7 * 3.6 

Eoperate= 40 * 3.6 

 

*-----SPECIFY HOT WATER DELIVERY TEMPERATURE ------------------- 

eqn 1 
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Tout=[6,1] 

 

* ------------------------------------------- 

 

*unit 33 type 33  Psychrometics Dew point temp 

*parameters 4 

*1 1 0 2 

*inputs 2 

*Tamb Twet 

*20   20 

 

UNIT 25 TYPE 11 TEMPERING VALVE 

*Sets up load volume for required energy load 

PARAMETERS 2 

4 7 

INPUTS 4 

Tcold ldflw Tout 0,0 

20     0    60  TLOAD 

 

*eqn 2 

*Tsky = (0.711+0.0056*[33,8]+0.73*10^(-4)*([33,8])^2)^(0.25)*(Tamb+273.15) -273.15 

*tambc = Tamb -(tamb-tsky)/2*lt(gh,1) 

 

UNIT 1 TYPE 101 COLLECTOR 

PARAMETERS 12 

1 1 AC 4.18 2 a1 a2 a3 0 0 1 D 

INPUTS 10 

12,1 12,2 12,2 9,6 16,7 16,4 16,6 0,0  16,10  0,0 

 25    0    0   25     0    0    0  REFC   0    SLOPE 

 

constants 5 

*dummy values for intank heater (not functional) 

Tset_tnk = 65 

Aux_tnk = 0 

Haux = height/2 

Hth = Haux+.05 

Tdb = 14 

 

 

UNIT 38 TYPE 138 TANK 

PARAMETERS 21 

HXMODE VOL height HCOL 4.18 1000 kt_wall TKMODE UA IR 

Tset_tnk HCOLD AUX_tnk HAUX HTH TSET_tnk TDB 0 .03 95 

90 

INPUTS 6 

21,1 12,2 Tcold 25,2 Tamb 0,0 

 20    0    0   20    25    0 

 

UNIT 11 TYPE 31 collector INLET PIPE 

PARAMETERS 6 

dpipe1 Lpipe1 UP1 1000 4.18 25 

INPUTS 3 

38,1 12,2 Tamb 

 25    0   25 

 

UNIT 21 TYPE 31 collector OUTLET PIPE 

PARAMETERS 6 

dpipe1 Lpipe2 UP2 1000 4.18 25 

INPUTS 3 

1,1 12,2 Tamb 

25    0   25 

 

eqn 1 

*pump control differential and max temp limit & deadband 

onoff=max([20,1]*not([19,1]),not([18,1])) 

 

UNIT 12 TYPE 3 PUMP 

PARAMETERS 4 

PFLOW 4.18 PPOWER  0.5 

INPUTS 3 

11,1  0,0  onoff 

 25    0     0 

 

UNIT 20 TYPE 2  Pump differential temperature control 

PARAMETERS  2 

5  999 

INPUTS  6 
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1,1 38,1 38,1 20,1 0,0 0,0 

25   25   20   0   Ton Toff 

 

UNIT 18 TYPE 2  Pumped freeze control for collector protection 

PARAMETERS  2 

5  999 

INPUTS  6 

1,1 0,0 0,0 18,1    0,0   0,0 

25    0   0   0   Toff_f Ton_f 

 

UNIT 19 TYPE 2  Tank max temperature control with deadband 

PARAMETERS  2 

5  999 

INPUTS  6 

38,1 0,0 0,0 19,1  0,0  0,0 

25    0   0   0   Tmax Tmax_reset 

 

UNIT 23 TYPE 31 pipe between solar preheater and gas booster 

PARAMETERS 6 

Dpipe3 Lpipe3 UP3 1000 4.18 25 

INPUTS 3 

38,3 25,2 Tamb 

25    0   25 

 

Unit 6 type 6 series heater 

parameters 4 

gascap 4.18 0 effgas 

inputs 5 

23,1  25,2 0,0 0,0  Tamb 

20     0    1  Tset 20 

 

 

eqns 19 

edump=[38,17] 

gi=[16,7] 

Ta=Tamb/max(1,[49,1]) 

volx=[38,4] 

energy=([6,5]+[38,6]-[23,3]) 

 

*Startup gas loss rate kJ/hr (for 0.1 h load flow period) 

Sloss= Nevents*startup_cap/0.1*gt([25,2],0) 

*scale gas use for actual start up temperature rise 

Slossg=Sloss*max((60-[23,1])/45,0) 

*Total gas use 

gas_tot=([6,3]+slossg) 

 

elec = 0 

*pump power 

auxp=[12,3] 

*electrical energy used by fan and controls 

Elec_fan=Estdby*eql([6,3],0)+Eoperate*gt([6,3],0) 

*Total electric energy  use 

Elec_tot=(Elec+auxp+Elec_fan) 

 

qut=([38,9]) 

* add interval energy change in pipes and tank 

de=([38,7]+[11,5]+[21,5]) 

tloss=[38,5] 

*add pipe heat loss 

ploss=([21,3]+[11,3]) 

*Product Tout_tnk*Mload 

txm = [38,3] * volx 

*connecting pipe loss 

ploss2=[23,3] 

*energy delivered by preheat tank 

load38=[38,6] 

 

eqns 6  

Tintank = [21,1] 

Touttank = [38,1] 

flowrate = [12,2] 

solar = flowrate * 4.18 * (Tintank - Touttank) 

booster = [6,5] 

losses =  tloss + ploss2  

 

eqns 3 

rec = (ref_elec - [52,1]/1000*Gas_ref_eff - [52,2]/1000)/3600*10 
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savings= (1-([52,1]+[52,2])/1000/ref_gas)*100 

load_less_45=energy*lt(Tout,45)*gt([25,2],0)/1000 

 

unit 52 type 24 integrator 

parameters 1 

8760 

inputs 6 

gas_tot Elec_tot load_less_45 solar booster   losses 

0         0          0 0 0 0 

 

unit 53 type 25 printer 

parameters 4 

-1 8760 8760 2 

format 

(f5.0,10x,f3.0,15x,f4.0,6x,f9.1,10x,f5.1,13x,f5.1,13x,f5.0,13x,f10.1,13x,f10.1,13x,f10.1,13x,f

10.1,13x,f10.1) 

inputs 11 

zone Az Load_size rec  savings 52,3   52,1   52,2   52,4   52,5   52,6   

Zone Azimuth Load_size REC  Savings%  Load<45°C   Gas_tot   Elec_tot   solar   booster   

losses 

 

UNIT 47 TYPE 28  PRINT OUT 

PARAMETERS 20 

-1 1 8760 2 2 -11 -4 -12 -1 24 

2 -4 -13 -4 -14 -4 -15 -4 -16 -4 

INPUTS 6 

gi ta energy ploss2 slossg elec_tot 

LABELS 6 

Gi Ta Energy Ploss2 Slossg Elec 

 

UNIT 46 TYPE 28 PRINT OUT 

PARAMETERS 28 

-1 1 8760 2 2 1 -12 -4 -13 -4 -14 -4 

-15 -12 2 -4 -16 -4 -17 -4 -18 -4 -11 -4 -19 -4 -20 -4 

INPUTS 10 

de volx load38 gas_tot txm qut  tloss ploss  auxp edump 

CHECK 0.05 5,-2,-6,-8, -10 

LABELS 10 

Vol Loadpre  gas Tpre Qut Tloss Ploss de auxp edump 

 

eqn 1 

freeze = not([18,1]) 

 

Unit 65 type 65 plotter 

*par7=num plots 

* par9=0 to turn off 

parameters 10 

4 2 0 100 0 1 62 10 1 -1 

inputs 6 

Tout  38,1  1,1      12,2      14,1 freeze 

Tout  Tci  Tcolo   col_flow   load  Freeze 

 

END 
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Storage System Deck File: 

 
*LOT No.?? 

 

ASSIGN "C:\DW\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\Out\lot??\lot??_small.LST" 6 

ASSIGN "C:\DW\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\Out\lot??\lot??_small.OUT" 2 

ASSIGN "C:\DW\ORER_RECS_REV_2011\FP\Weather\kenttown.dat" 3 

 

*System type: Pumped 

*Open/Closed Circuit: Open Circuit 

*Heat Exchanger Type: n/a 

*Boosting Type: Gas In-tank 

*Boosting Method: Continuous 

*Container:  531260 

*Collector:  2 X NPT200 

*Controller: Rheem Loline 

*Pump:       Salmson SB 04-15 

 

*Zone: 3 

*Load: SMALL 

 

*-----Simulation Calculation Parameters 

 

constant 1 

timestep = 1/60 

 

WIDTH 80 

SIMULATION 1 8760 timestep 

TOLERANCES .01 .01 

LIMITS 50 15 50 

 

constants 1 

*Specify load size 1,2 or 3  (1=small) 

Load_size=1 

 

*specify zone number and North or Northwest 

 

*--------do not change below this line -------------- 

 

const 8 

LAT = -35 

SHFT =  -3.97 

TLOAD = 43 

REFC = 0.2 

SLOPE = 25 

AZ =   340 

zone = 3 

Gas_ref_eff=0.788 

 

UNIT 13 TYPE 14 

*Seasonal Load Pattern  

PARAMETERS 48 

0,0.46433,744,0.46433 

744,0.47930,1416,0.47930 

1416,0.64315,2160,0.64315 

2160,0.14452,2880,0.14452 

2880,0.98546,3624,0.98546 

3624,1.29868,4344,1.29868 

4344,0.83284,5088,0.83284 

5088,1.34926,5832,1.34926 

5832,1.01267,6552,1.01267 

6552,1.01714,7296,1.01714 

7296,0.79454,8016,0.79454 

8016,0.67587,8760,0.67587 

 

UNIT 14 TYPE 14 

*Daily Load Pattern  

PARAMETERS 192 

0,0.00009,0.1,0.00009 

0.1,0,1,0 

1,0.00002,1.1,0.00002 

1.1,0,2,0 

2,0.00049,2.1,0.00049 

2.1,0,3,0 
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3,0.00019,3.1,0.00019 

3.1,0,4,0 

4,0.00176,4.1,0.00176 

4.1,0,5,0 

5,0.02063,5.1,0.02063 

5.1,0,6,0 

6,0.22666,6.1,0.22666 

6.1,0,7,0 

7,0.19578,7.1,0.19578 

7.1,0,8,0 

8,0.06150,8.1,0.06150 

8.1,0,9,0 

9,0.06723,9.1,0.06723 

9.1,0,10,0 

10,0.03935,10.1,0.03935 

10.1,0,11,0 

11,0.02396,11.1,0.02396 

11.1,0,12,0 

12,0.01646,12.1,0.01646 

12.1,0,13,0 

13,0.00832,13.1,0.00832 

13.1,0,14,0 

14,0.01522,14.1,0.01522 

14.1,0,15,0 

15,0.02272,15.1,0.02272 

15.1,0,16,0 

16,0.04685,16.1,0.04685 

16.1,0,17,0 

17,0.05806,17.1,0.05806 

17.1,0,18,0 

18,0.12766,18.1,0.12766 

18.1,0,19,0 

19,0.04776,19.1,0.04776 

19.1,0,20,0 

20,0.01133,20.1,0.01133 

20.1,0,21,0 

21,0.00540,21.1,0.00540 

21.1,0,22,0 

22,0.00226,22.1,0.00226 

22.1,0,23,0 

23,0.00030,23.1,0.00030 

23.1,0,24,0 

 

UNIT 17 TYPE 14 

*Monthly cold water temperature 

PARAMETERS 48 

    0, 24.5    744, 24.5 

 744, 23.8   1416, 23.8 

1416, 19.9   2160, 19.9 

2160, 19.2   2880, 19.2 

2880, 15.1   3624, 15.1 

3624, 11.7   4344, 11.7 

4344, 11.1   5088, 11.1  

5088, 11.5   5832, 11.5 

5832, 13.1   6552, 13.1 

6552, 16.5   7296, 16.5 

7296, 19.2   8016, 19.2 

8016, 21.4   8760, 21.4 

 

UNIT 49 TYPE 14 DAYS IN MONTH 

*Used to convert data to a daily basis 

PARAMETERS 48 

   0,31   744,31 

 744,28  1416,28 

1416,31  2160,31 

2160,30  2880,30 

2880,31  3624,31 

3624,30  4344,30 

4344,31  5088,31 

5088,31  5832,31 

5832,30  6552,30 

6552,31  7296,31 

7296,30  8016,30 

8016,31  8760,31 

 

constants 3 

kfluid=0.6 *3.6 
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Nu=3.66 

hout=20 * 3.6 

 

UNIT 9 TYPE 9 

*Weather data card reader 

PARAMETERS 21 

1 0 9 1 -4 10 0 -5 10 0 6 .1 0 7 .1 0 8 .1 0 3 1 

(1X,3F2.0,5F3.0,2x,f1.0) 

*Ouput 4 is horizontal hourly irradiation 

*Ouput 5 is beam sun tracking irradiation 

*Ouput 6 is ambient temperature 

*Ouput 7 is wind speed 

*Ouput 8 is wet bulb temperature 

*Ouput 9 is cloud cover 

 

eqns 10 

Tcold = [17,1] 

Tamb  = [9,6] 

Twet  = [9,8]  

GH    = [9,4] 

Gb    = [9,5]  

 

*Set peak load 

PKLOAD=22.5 

 

*Daily energy delivery 

dyengy = [13,1] * PKLOAD 

 

 

*---------------------------------- 

 

*Set number of startup losses for each load (8/day) for instantaneous gas booster 

Nevents=(13*eql(load_size,1)+19*eql(load_size,2)+26*eql(load_size,3))/8 

*---------------------------------- 

 

*Electric offpeak reference system annual energy use  

Ref_elec=9270*eql(load_size,1)+15260*eql(load_size,2)+21100*eql(load_size,3) 

*----------------------------------- 

 

*Gas storage water heater (3 star) reference system annual energy use 

Ref_gas=16410*eql(load_size,1)+22690*eql(load_size,2)+30400*eql(load_size,3) 

*---------------------------------- 

 

UNIT 16 TYPE 16 RADIATION PROCESSOR 

*zone 3 time is standard time 

PARAMETERS 9 

4 1 2 1 lat 4871 shft  2 1  

INPUTS 9 

GH  GB  9,99 9,100   0,0  0,0 0,0  9,104 9,105 

 0   0    0  0      REFC SLOPE AZ   0      0 

 

unit 33 type 33  Psychrometics Dew point temp 

parameters 4 

1 1 0 2 

inputs 2 

Tamb Twet 

20   20 

 

eqn 3 

Tdp =  [33,8]  !  Dew point temperature in Deg. C 

Tsky = (0.711+0.0056*Tdp+0.73*10^(-4)*Tdp^2)^(0.25)*(Tamb+273.15) -273.15 

*ORER definition for Tambc (/5) 

Tambc = Tamb -(Tamb-Tsky)/5*lt(gh,1) 

 

eqns 1 

*Load volume at load temp TLOAD 

ldflw = dyengy * [14,1] / (TLOAD-tcold) / 0.00418 *10 

 

 

 

*------PRODUCT PARAMETERS -------------------------------- 

 

CONSTANTS 59 

 

*VARIABLES FOR COLLECTOR 

*Number of Collectors 

numcol = 2  
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AC =   1.86 * NUMCOL 

a1 =  0.7103 

a2 =  4.5185 * 3.6 

a3 =  0.047304 * 3.6 

D =   0.06 

 

*VARIABLES FOR CONNECTING PIPES 

dPipe1 =  0.01128 

Lpipe1 =  10 

Lpipe2 =  10 

thk_insul1 = 0.013 

k_insul1 = 0.04 * 3.6 

dpipeo1 = dpipe1 + Thk_insul1*2 

hin=Nu*kfluid/dpipe1 

UP1 = 1/(1/hin+dpipe1/2/k_insul1*ln(dpipeo1/dpipe1)+dpipe1/dpipeo1/hout) 

UP2 = UP1 

 

*VARIABLES FOR SOLAR TANK 

*TANK TYPE SPECIFIED HERE HAS IN TANK GAS HEATING 

TKMODE =  1 

Voltot =  260 

dia =     0.54 

Volaux1 = 260 

Volhth1 = 257 

Volcol=   129 

VOL =  voltot / 1000 

*Type60 stratification mode  

*Hxmode60 = 2 IF pflow/ac >  0.75  (L/min)/m2 OR Hcol > Haux 

*Hxmode60 = 1 IF pflow/ac =< 0.75  (L/min)/m2 AND Hcol < Haux 

HXMODE60 =  2 

TSET1 =  59 

TDB1 =   8 

* thermal eff (frac) 

effgas = 0.803 

*gas burner capacity (kJ) 

Gascap = 26 * 1000 

*Gas heat input rate 

AUXG = EFFGAS * GASCAP 

*Electric power 

Estdby = 0 * 3.6 

Eoperate= 0 * 3.6 

pi = 3.14159 

height = vol*4/pi/dia^2 

area_tank = pi*dia^2/4*2+pi*dia*height 

HAUX1 = (voltot-volaux1)/voltot*height 

HTH1 =  (voltot-volhth1)/voltot*height 

Hcol =  (voltot-volcol)/voltot*height 

HCOLD = 0 

*Maintenance rate as per AS4552 test method 

Mrate = 1*1000  

UAG =   Mrate*effgas/45 

Utank = UAG/area_tank 

IR =    1 

DkWALL = 50*(pi*dia*0.003)/(pi*dia^2/4) 

Tptv = 95 

 

 

*VARIABLES FOR PUMP & PUMP CONTROLLER 

*PUMP TYPE SPECIFIED HERE HAS 2 SPEED FUNCTION BASED ON COLLECTOR dT and FROST PROTECTION 

PFLOW_CONT = 1.79 * 60 ! Controlled speed pump flow rate in kg/h 

PFLOW_MAX = 2.39 * 60   ! Maximum speed pump flow rate in kg/h 

fpar = 0.5  !  Fraction of pump electical input power converted to fluid thermal energy - Do 

NOT change 

PPOWER_CONT =  21 * 3.6 ! Controlled speed pump power in kJ/h 

PPOWER_MAX =  26.7 * 3.6   ! Maximum speed pump power in kJ/h 

*day time pump controller set points 

TON =   8 

TOFF =  4 

*Collector dT above which pump will run full speed 

TPFLOW_MAX = 35 

*Freeze protection pump controller set points 

Ton_f =   4 

Toff_f =  6 

*Over temperature pump controller set points 

Tmax = 70 

Tmax_reset = 63 

*Collector Over-temp protection 
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Ton_ot = 130   ! Collector temperature at which controller will start pump to cool collector 

Toff_ot = 110 ! Collector temperature at which controller will stop collector cooling 

Tmax_ot = 75 ! Tank temperature above which collector cooling will be de-activated 

*Night cooling of tank 

Tcol_cool = 50 ! Collector temperature below which tank cooling will occur if tank temperature 

above TMAX 

 

*----- START OF PHYSICAL MODEL ------------------- 

 

* ------------------------------------------- 

*Variables defined in include file 

*Tcold     cold water temperature °C 

*Tamb      ambient temperature    °C 

*Tambc     sky temperature corrected ambient temperature    °C 

*Tdp      dew point temperature °C 

*Twet      ambient wet bulb temperature °C 

*GH        global radiation  kJ/h m2 

*Gb        beam radiation    kJ/h m2 

*slope     collector slope 

*Az        collector azimuth 

*ldflw  load flow rate kg/h 

* ------------------------------------------ 

 

UNIT 26 TYPE 14 

*Timer control of gas heating 

*Settings as Rheem recommends 3:30PM - 6:30PM for this product 

PARAMETERS 12 

*   0,0 16.4,0 

*16.4,1 18.6,1 

*18.6,0   24,0 

0,0 0.1,0 

0.1,1 23.9,1 

23.9,0 24,0 

 

*SPECIFY HOT WATER DELIVERY TEMPERATURE 

eqn 1 

Tout=[60,5] 

 

UNIT 25 TYPE 11 TEMPERING VALVE 

*Sets up load volume for required energy load 

PARAMETERS 2 

4 7 

INPUTS 4 

Tcold ldflw Tout 0,0 

20     0    60  TLOAD 

 

UNIT 1 TYPE 101 COLLECTOR 

PARAMETERS 12 

1 1 AC 4.18 2 a1 a2 a3 0 0 1 D 

INPUTS 10 

12,1 12,2 12,2 Tamb 16,7 16,4 16,6 0,0  16,10  0,0 

 25    0    0   25     0    0    0  REFC    0  SLOPE 

 

constants 1 

Crit = 5 

 

UNIT 60 type 60 

parameters 32 

*flow1 = load [25,2] 

*flow2 = collector loop [12,2] 

*auxmode (par 15) changed to 2 due to low position of thermostat 

Hxmode60 vol height -1  HCOLD height Hcol 0 4.18 1000 

Utank kfluid dkwall Tptv 2 Haux1 Hth1 Tset1 Tdb1 auxg 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 crit 0 0 

0 0 

inputs 9 

25,2 0,0 12,2 12,2 Tcold 21,1 Tamb 26,1 0,0  

 0   -2    0    0    20    0    20   1    0     

derivatives 20 

tset1 tset1 tset1 tset1 tset1 tset1 tset1 tset1 tset1 tset1 

50 46 42 38 34 30 26 22 20 20 

 

UNIT 11 TYPE 31 collector INLET PIPE 

PARAMETERS 6 

dpipe1 Lpipe1 UP1 1000 4.18 25 

INPUTS 3 

60,6 12,2 Tamb 
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 25    0   25 

 

UNIT 21 TYPE 31 collector OUTLET PIPE 

PARAMETERS 6 

dpipe1 Lpipe2 UP2 1000 4.18 25 

INPUTS 3 

1,1 12,2 Tamb 

25    0   25 

 

eqn 3 

*collector temperature rise quantification for flow rate demand setting 

dT_col=[1,1]-[12,1] 

*pump flow control assessment (0 = max flow, 1 = controlled flow) 

pump_cont=lt(dT_col,TPFLOW_MAX) 

*pump operation - on/off and flow rate proportioning for controlled flow rate 

pump_dmd = pflow_cont/pflow_max*[20,1]*not([19,1])*pump_cont + 

max(max([20,1]*not([19,1])*not(pump_cont),not([18,1])),max([121,1],[122,1])) 

 

UNIT 12 TYPE 3 PUMP 

PARAMETERS 4 

PFLOW_MAX 4.18 PPOWER_MAX  fpar 

INPUTS 3 

11,1  0,0  pump_dmd 

 25    0     0 

 

UNIT 20 TYPE 2  Pump differential temperature control 

PARAMETERS  2 

5  999 

INPUTS  6 

1,1 60,6 60,6 20,1 0,0 0,0 

25   25   20   0   Ton Toff 

 

UNIT 18 TYPE 2  Pumped freeze control for collector protection 

PARAMETERS  2 

5  999 

INPUTS  6 

1,1 0,0 0,0 18,1    0,0   0,0 

25    0   0   0   Toff_f Ton_f 

 

 

UNIT 19 TYPE 2  Tank max temperature control with deadband 

PARAMETERS  2 

5  999 

INPUTS  6 

60,6 0,0 0,0 19,1  0,0  0,0 

25    0   0   0   Tmax Tmax_reset 

 

UNIT 121 TYPE 2  Pumped control for collector over-temp protection 

PARAMETERS  2 

5  Tmax_ot 

INPUTS  6 

1,1 0,0 60,6 121,1    0,0   0,0 

25    0   0   0   Ton_ot Toff_ot 

 

UNIT 122 TYPE 2  Pumped control for tank cooling when over-temp 

PARAMETERS  2 

5  Tcol_cool 

INPUTS  6 

60,6 0,0 1,1 122,1    0,0   0,0 

25    0   0   0   Tmax Tmax_reset 

 

*----- PRINT OUT AND PLOTTING ------------------- 

 

eqns 16 

*Radiation on solar collector slope 

gi=[16,7] 

*Ambient temperature 

Ta=Tamb/max(1,[49,1]) 

*Volume of water delivered 

volx=[60,2] 

*Energy in delivered water 

energy=[60,9]-[60,8] 

*Solar Energy absorbed by the collector 

qu=[1,3] 

*interval energy change in pipes and tank 

de=([60,16]+[11,5]+[21,5]) 

*Tank heat loss 
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tloss=[60,7] 

*pipe heat losses collector to tank 

ploss=([21,3]+[11,3]) 

*Product Tout*Mload 

txm = Tout * volx 

*Supplementary heating of tank (not accounting for gas efficiency) 

auxtank=[60,12] 

*Supplementary heating electric energy 

Elec=0 

*Solar circulator pump electric energy 

auxp=[12,3] 

*pump electical input power converted to fluid thermal energy 

halfauxp = auxp*fpar 

 

*Total gas use 

gas_tot=auxtank/effgas-mrate*gt([60,12],1)*([60,17]-Tamb)/45 

 

*electrical energy used by fan and controls in gas booster 

Elec_fan=Estdby*eql([60,12],0)+Eoperate*gt([60,12],0) 

 

*Total electric energy  use 

Elec_tot=(elec+auxp+elec_fan) 

 

eqns 6  

Tintank = [21,1] 

Touttank = [60,6] 

flowrate = [12,2] 

solar = flowrate * 4.18 * (Tintank - Touttank) 

booster = [60,12] 

losses =  tloss 

 

eqns 3 

rec = (ref_elec - [52,1]/1000*Gas_ref_eff - [52,2]/1000)/3600*10 

savings= (1-([52,1]+[52,2])/1000/ref_gas)*100 

load_less_45=energy*lt(Tout,45)*gt([25,2],0)/1000 

 

unit 52 type 24 integrator 

parameters 1 

8760 

inputs 6 

gas_tot Elec_tot load_less_45 solar booster   losses 

0         0          0       0        0          0 

 

unit 53 type 25 printer 

parameters 4 

-1 8760 8760 2 

format 

(f5.0,10x,f3.0,15x,f4.0,6x,f9.1,10x,f5.1,13x,f5.1,13x,f5.0,13x,f10.1,13x,f10.1,13x,f10.1,13x,f

10.1,13x,f10.1) 

inputs 11 

zone Az Load_size rec  savings 52,3   52,1   52,2   52,4   52,5   52,6   

Zone Azimuth Load_size REC  Savings%  Load<45°C   Gas_tot   Elec_tot   solar   booster   

losses 

 

UNIT 47 TYPE 28  PRINT OUT 

PARAMETERS 16 

-1 1 8760 2 2 -11 -4 -12 -1 24 

2 -4 -13 -4 -14 -4 

INPUTS 4 

gi ta gas_tot elec_tot 

LABELS 4 

Gi Ta Gas_Total Elec_Total 

 

UNIT 46 TYPE 28 PRINT OUT 

PARAMETERS 28 

-1 1 8760 2 2 1 -12 -4 -13 -4 -14 -4 

-15 -12 2 -4 -16 -4 -17 -4 -18 -4 -11 -4 -19 -4 -20 -4 

INPUTS 10 

de volx energy auxtank txm qu  tloss ploss halfauxp auxp 

CHECK 0.05 5,3,9,-2,-6,-7,-8 

LABELS 10 

Vol energy auxtank Tout Qu Tloss Ploss de halfauxp auxp 

 

eqn 4 

freeze = not([18,1]) 

over_temp = [121,1] 

cool = [122,1] 
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less_45=lt(Tout,45) 

 

Unit 65 type 65 plotter 

*par7=num plots 

* par9 <0 to turn off >0 to turn on 

parameters 10 

4 4 0 150 0 2 365 10 1 -1 

inputs 8 

Tout  60,6  1,1      12,2      14,1 freeze over_temp less_45 

Tout  Tci  Tcolo   col_flow   load  freeze over_temp less_45 

 

END 
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Appendix F. Load profiles for Lochiel Park houses 

Seasonal (monthly) System Load Profiles: 

 

A-OZ A-OF A-OE A-TS A-FF A-FF2 B-TE B-FS B-FE B-SZ 

JAN 0.08800 0.46433 0.37561 0.13179 0.69847 0.23416 0.33306 0.12498 0.15709 0.13190 

FEB 0.12114 0.47930 0.43339 0.12987 0.66673 0.24682 0.29604 0.10454 0.11651 0.12019 

MAR 0.20040 0.64315 0.60314 0.17292 0.94964 0.51358 0.37650 0.16811 0.17187 0.16605 

APR 0.24745 0.14452 0.47609 0.02081 0.75171 0.26141 0.39620 0.14518 0.20939 0.23739 

MAY 0.39224 0.98546 0.78502 0.30364 1.22718 0.37877 0.47766 0.16500 0.20345 0.27626 

JUN 0.38426 1.29868 0.91540 0.30760 1.40205 0.51643 0.61393 0.22348 0.21890 0.41936 

JUL 0.34502 0.83284 0.92880 0.37310 1.50753 0.54762 0.70975 0.18272 0.28426 0.36755 

AUG 0.43218 1.34926 1.37577 0.37835 1.45274 0.55745 0.59160 0.22236 0.29312 0.35084 

SEP 0.37594 1.01267 1.32068 0.31356 1.35046 0.28157 0.57323 0.20486 0.09440 0.37098 

OCT 0.28278 1.01714 0.91307 0.26372 0.98339 0.37557 0.57119 0.19365 0.11520 0.24157 

NOV 0.22870 0.79454 0.65576 0.21593 1.16720 0.38184 0.53554 0.12281 0.17270 0.22766 

DEC 0.19814 0.67587 0.46299 0.25605 1.00125 0.44544 0.43117 0.16049 0.09792 0.21283 

 

Hourly Load Profiles: 

 

A-OZ A-OF A-OE A-TS A-FF A-FF2 B-TE B-FS B-FE B-SZ 

00:00 0.00014 0.00009 0.00126 0.00118 0.00621 0.00063 0.00061 0.00000 0.00146 0.00266 

01:00 0.00006 0.00002 0.00037 0.00138 0.00126 0.00031 0.00022 0.00003 0.00012 0.00148 

02:00 0.00007 0.00049 0.00013 0.00119 0.00063 0.00026 0.00033 0.00011 0.00020 0.00123 

03:00 0.00000 0.00019 0.00013 0.00308 0.00088 0.00063 0.00046 0.00063 0.00024 0.00102 

04:00 0.00012 0.00176 0.00293 0.01016 0.00081 0.00042 0.01599 0.00221 0.00153 0.01959 

05:00 0.00638 0.02063 0.03115 0.03135 0.00784 0.00319 0.18696 0.00194 0.00389 0.01499 

06:00 0.33225 0.22666 0.16324 0.40592 0.18651 0.18426 0.03789 0.21410 0.06298 0.01710 

07:00 0.14004 0.19578 0.05665 0.10330 0.15220 0.34095 0.02980 0.09617 0.07447 0.04708 

08:00 0.08331 0.06150 0.10617 0.05430 0.08023 0.09746 0.03448 0.04000 0.08239 0.07668 

09:00 0.05779 0.06723 0.10937 0.07417 0.04525 0.04507 0.04210 0.06902 0.09627 0.09124 

10:00 0.04065 0.03935 0.08863 0.05163 0.01932 0.02401 0.03132 0.04251 0.06356 0.09109 

11:00 0.01834 0.02396 0.04724 0.03325 0.00942 0.01778 0.02730 0.01389 0.03955 0.05586 

12:00 0.01116 0.01646 0.04612 0.02142 0.01338 0.02080 0.03428 0.00562 0.02822 0.04569 

13:00 0.01608 0.00832 0.04603 0.01333 0.01690 0.01665 0.02725 0.00422 0.03131 0.04802 

14:00 0.00738 0.01522 0.02926 0.01392 0.01722 0.01102 0.02235 0.01093 0.03631 0.02158 

15:00 0.00645 0.02272 0.02847 0.00974 0.01756 0.01213 0.02073 0.01995 0.02755 0.03523 

16:00 0.02845 0.04685 0.03208 0.02467 0.03466 0.01881 0.05497 0.02547 0.03860 0.05321 

17:00 0.02928 0.05806 0.04932 0.02024 0.05617 0.04891 0.15888 0.02729 0.05849 0.07789 

18:00 0.16436 0.12766 0.05612 0.05279 0.06517 0.03450 0.17663 0.03486 0.11128 0.08033 

19:00 0.05155 0.04776 0.04422 0.02716 0.08061 0.03883 0.07339 0.13583 0.09272 0.06772 

20:00 0.00357 0.01133 0.02814 0.02615 0.08325 0.01894 0.01396 0.15717 0.06236 0.05275 

21:00 0.00112 0.00540 0.01801 0.01284 0.04547 0.02668 0.00738 0.07993 0.04383 0.05014 

22:00 0.00092 0.00226 0.01003 0.00511 0.03594 0.02812 0.00205 0.01458 0.03112 0.03754 

23:00 0.00053 0.00030 0.00491 0.00171 0.02310 0.00964 0.00066 0.00353 0.01154 0.00989 
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Appendix G. Currently available installation check lists 

 

http://www.climatechange.gov.au/what-you-need-to-know/appliances-and-

equipment/hot-water-systems/phase-out/~/media/publications/hot-water-

systems/plumber-reference-guide-pdf.ashx 

 

http://www.dlgp.qld.gov.au/resources/newsletter/newsflash-471-shp-checklist.pdf 

 

 

 

 

http://www.climatechange.gov.au/what-you-need-to-know/appliances-and-equipment/hot-water-systems/phase-out/~/media/publications/hot-water-systems/plumber-reference-guide-pdf.ashx
http://www.climatechange.gov.au/what-you-need-to-know/appliances-and-equipment/hot-water-systems/phase-out/~/media/publications/hot-water-systems/plumber-reference-guide-pdf.ashx
http://www.climatechange.gov.au/what-you-need-to-know/appliances-and-equipment/hot-water-systems/phase-out/~/media/publications/hot-water-systems/plumber-reference-guide-pdf.ashx
http://www.dlgp.qld.gov.au/resources/newsletter/newsflash-471-shp-checklist.pdf

